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NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1919.

The work of digging the foundation for the new Lyceum Theatre on
ROAO BONO ISSUE
North Main street lias been completed and the cement work ras commenced this week. The building will
be constructed of
conMuch interest is being taken in the
The first of the four big produc- crete, and the work will be pushed
proposul to vote $200,000 bonds to
tion to be put on under the auspices rapidly now.
build a good road north to the Grady
of the Elkt Lodge will be at the Lyand Bellvicw country. Most everyceum Theatre tonight (Thursday). LADIES' BAND TO
one is familiar with the proposal
PLAY AT FLOYDADA whereby the government will furnish
These big New York productions are

I

sent here by thfe Redputh-Horne- r
Company of Kansas City. The show
tonight will be "The Only Girl."
There are ten principals in "The Only
Girl" as follows:
Kimbrough and Miss Wilson, who
in the pluy are collaborating in the
writing of an opera. Kimbrough has
three fust frionds. These three
friends with Kimbrourh and Sound-- !
ers, the butler, are the men of the!
piece.
Besides Miss Wilson, the
prima donna, arc the three ludios
Then
whom Kim's friends marry.
there is Patsy, the soubrette, and
Renee, her friend. Along with Patsy
are her friends', which, in most light
operas or musical comedies, are passed over with the general title of a
chorus. In the Horner production a
better class of artists were secured
and it is scarcely fair to call them
chorus girls because they are young
women of splendid voices and good
atage experience and appearance. Mr.
Horner considered It a wiser plan to
pay more thai, ordinarily is paid for
chorus girls, and to get people who
could really sing.
Then, of course, we have the musical director in the person of Mr.
Lucien Denni, a splendid orchestra,
stage carpenter and master electrician, altogether making a personal of
nearly thirty people.

The Clovis Ladies' Band left Wed
nesday morning for Floydada, Texas,
where they will fill an engagement of
three days at the Floyd County Fair.
The members of the band have been
doing much practice the last few
weeks under the leadership of Mr.
Croft and are expecting to till a num
ber of engagements this winter. The
band will soon have a membership of
.

twenty-five-

NEW OWNER FOR
THE DELUXE THEATRE

AT PORTALES WEDNESDAY
Portales had a big oil celebration
on Wednesday of this week. The occasion was the spudding in of the
x
Oil Company on the big test
well thut they will drill near there.
Many folks from Clovis attended and
they say that a big crowd was there
and everyone was enthusiastic over
the results of the test well thut is
starting down. The
people
have a fine rig and they anticipate no
delay in getting their hule put down.
x

ill

FAREWELL
The Baptist state board of New
Mexico, located at Albuquerque, has
received notice of an appropriation of
$11,000 from the education board of
the Southwestern Baptist Convention
at Birmingham, Ala., for the establishment of a standard Baptist college
In the state, on condition that the
Baptists of New Mexico raise a like
amount. Rev. J. W. Bruner, corresponding secretary of the New Mexico state board, reports that there
Is a hearty sentiment all over the
' state among the Baptists in favor of
the establishment of such a school.
One of the most important mat
ten, probably, to come before the
New Mexico Baptist state convention,
meeting in Santa Fe on October 22
to 24, will be the decision as to the
- permanent location
for the college
Many towns in New Mexico are submitting offers for the school. In muk-inthe decision as to where the collego thall he lncnti
the convention
will take into con .iilcnitioti the offers
which the towns themselves ahull
make for (he schools, in the lay of
land and money, moral atmosphere,
conveniences and accommodations,!
ruilroud facilities, climate und the
surroundii'g Fin ptiat coiiHtiluency.
Towns are invited to submit their offer anil data concerning the items
mentioned above to the tato hoard
at Albuquerque.
The collego will- bo a "standard
school. It is expected the. enrollment
the first year will be good, In view of
tho fact that New Mexico is the center of the largest territory in the
bounds of the Southern Baptist convention without a Buptist college.
Clovis should go after this school.
There is every reason why this city
should be a strong contender for the
school,
The town has advantages
to offer that no other town in New
Mexico can offar.

i

I
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HARD LUCK ACAIN
I

The News heard, this Week of
of a Curry County farmer liv- 4 ing south of Clovis who has ex- pressed the desire for years to
have a crop big enough to offer
4 every man who comes along a
job to help harvest It. This year
4 his hopes have been realized but
4 no one comes along wanting a
4 Job.

4
4
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PARTY

The teachers of the primary de
partment und members of the Missionary society of the Methodist
church gave a farewell party in honor
of Mrs. Miller on Thursday afternoon
at the home of Mrs. Austin. A pro
gram of sonds and readings was ren
dered by some of the ladies, after
which
dainty refreshments
were
served. Mrs. Miller expects to make
her home in Amarillo.
ATTENDING OZARK
TRAILS MEETING
P. W. Jones, district highway engineer, and I. N. Jett are in Roswell
this week attending the Ozark Trails
meeting. Mr. Jett will represent the
Clovis Chamber of Commerce there
and endeavor to show the Ozark
Trails authorities where it is to their
advnntngc to run a branch of the
l,
trail through
Clovis
and on South by tho way of Portales
to the Valley. This northern route
will furnish a much more direct highway than the branch of the trail running south of us und will ulso have
the advantage of goini? along a government highway where much loud
work will be done.
Texico-Farwel-

1

.1

as much aid as we vote bonds giving
an issue of $400,000 to carry on the
work. The petition has been signed
by most all property owners who fully understand the project, for all
realize that upon good roads the
realty values of the county ere based.
The plan is to construct the road on
a line a mile west of where ihe present highway is. The reason for this
is to avoid the draws north of Claude.
On this west line the road can be
constructed much cheaper. In mapping out the route, however, the Idea
will be to benefit the most number
of people and upon this basis every
property owner is
It
is the plan now to have the petitions
ready for presentation to the board
of commissioners at their meeting
next Monday.

Charles B. Langford this week pur
chased the DeLuxe Theatre from S.
D. Beaver.
Mr. Langford has been
with the DeLuxe for the past several
months and for the past three months
has been a half owner in the business.
He now becomes the sole owner and UNCLE SAM GETS
took charge in this capacity the first
HOOKED
of the week.
BIG OIL CELEBRATION

i

THE BIS

REVIVAL

DRAWS

The

llliY

PEOPLE

revival meeting
Possibly the
largest crowd of any one service was
Sunday evening when the attendance
was estimated to be in the neighborhood of 1300 people.
This ia the
number that Mr. Ramsey estimated
was there and he ought to be a pretty
good judge of the size of a crowd for
he has seen a good many of them.
There was also a big crowd at the
Sunday morning service as well as
the service Sunday afternoon.
The
services are continuing this week at
the usual hours. On Sunday afternoon there will be in addition to the
forenoon and evening service a service in the afternoon at 3:00 o'clock.
People were turned away last Sunday night but seats are being put at
every available place with the intention of seating all who come.
No services are announced for next
Monday as the evangelists will rest on
this day.
y

is drawing big crowds.

$1.50 PER YEAR

FIRST FOOT BALL GAME

CEMENT WORK COMMENCED

.11

Paper of U. S. Land Office

TIE

FAVORS A REST ROOM

EXCURSION

The first foot ball game of the season will be played Friday afternoon
1
of this week on the High School Athe-leti- c
field between Clovis and Portales, the game to be called promptly
at 4:00 o'clock. Clovis has a good
The Chamber of Commerce of Cloteam this season and the Portales
team is also said to be exceptionally vis is planning a trade excursion to
strong and a good game can be look- Bellview and Grady and the northern
part of the county on October 17th!
ed for.
and 18th. They will attend the local
fairs and club exhibits to be held
NO IMPORTANT CHANGE IN
there on those dates and get better
CONDITION OF MR. WILSON
acquainted with the farmers and
stockmen in that section of the counWaahington, Oct. 1. No Impor
ty. The committee having the mat
tant chunge in the condition of Pres
ter In charge will call on the business
ident Wilson was noted in today's
men in a few days with the intention
White House bulletin, though.it was
of having them to agree to furnish
said his progresé toward recovery was
cars for the occasion and it ia expectso
not
apparent as it had been yes
ed that a big delegation will go along.
terday.
It is hoped and expected at this time
Throughout the day the president
a band can be secured for the
felt the effects of another restless that
occasion. The people in the north
night. During the morning, however,
part of the county have some great
he was able to get some sleep, and the
crops this year and it will be a revela
remainder of the day he devoted to
tion to the merchants and business
almost complete rest.
Despite the
men of Clovis to see what those endamp atmosphere, Dr. Grayson again
terprising fellows up in that part of
prescribed an afternoon automob. e
the county have raised this year.
ride, and it was said the patient seemed benefited by it.
BACK TO CLOVIS
NOW FARMERS
WANT

AGAIN

DAY

J. H. Shepard and family returned
last week from Mineral Wells, Texas.
Mr. Shepard's family had planned to
spend the winter at Mineral Wells,
but after staying there a month decided that Clovis was the best place
to live and returned here. Clovis ii
a pretty hard place to beat when one
'
ia looking for a home.

Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 1. A ten
Philadelphia, Oct. 1. Three bids hour working day for all productive
were submitted today for the pur- industries in order that farm labor
chase of the government built pow- may be on a parity with all other
der plant city of Nitro, West Vir- forms of labor was demanded at the
ginia. The highest was $5,800,00. conference of representatives of the
The city cost the government $70,- - state farm bureau federations of
Michigan, Ohio, Missouri, Iowa, Ne000,000.
braska and Indiana here today.
Shorter working hours onlv re RAILROADS PAY THIRD
duces production and Increases the
cost of living, the farmers said.
OE NEW MEXICO'S TAX
DERRICK NEARLY UP
ROTTEN EGGED
The Mesa Oil & Gas Company
Santa Fe. More than one fourth
force have teen busy the past few
Ardmorc, Oklo., Oct. 1. United duys putting up their derrick which of the entire assessment, or to be exStates Senator James A. Reed of is almost completed.
The bunk act, 2G.4 per cent of the assessed valMissouri, was rotten egged from the houses are completed and the force uation for taxation purposes in New
stage of Convention Hull here tonight is now busy connecting up the ma- Mexico is against the railroads of the
as he was being introduced by the chinery, which they hope to have state assessment this year reaching
mayor in preparation for his speech completed and ready to commence the enormous total of one hundred
against the league of nations.
drilling not later than next Thurs- million dollars if certain incidental
The crowd more than 6,000 strong day. Their cook is on the pround property is included which ia classwent wild as Reed came on the stage, and they say he is a good one, and if ified under sepcratc heads.
When it is remembered that the
and all light wires to the building you don't believe it, just drop in ,
i
were cut.
them some day about meal time. raliroad companies pay promptly and
Pandimonium broke loose and cries You will be welcome. Portales are not delinquent as a rule, ft can
be safely asserted that fully one
of derision hjwled him down, while News.
the audience surged upon the stage.
third of state, county, municipal, inReed attempted to hold the floor, for CASE OF DOG IN THE MANGER stitutional, school and other public
a few minutes, but was forced to
expenditures ere paid by the railmake his exit without beginning his
There are indications that a good roads. Add to this the other corporspeaking.
many of the protests against the op- ate assessments, the taxes on mines
After several minutes of the dem- erations of the big profiteers have and mine production, and it is aponstration,
a number of women been the result of envy of opportun- parent that the citizens of the state,
climbed upon the stuge und quieted ity rather than the outgrowth of including its business men, its real
the crowd.
estate owners, its farmers, pay less
righteous indignation.
thin one half of the expense of running state and community,
MELROSE OIL COMPANY
NOTICE
GETS INCREASED ACREAGE
Our grocery stores will be closed JACK JOHNSON WINS
The Melrose Oil Company has an- on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
FIGHT IN MEXICO CITY
nounced a change in its officers and and Friday of next week from ten
Mexico City, Sep. 29. Jack Johnboard of directors.
The fallowing until eleven on account of the
revival. Please get your son, 'ormer heavyweight champion of
ni'e theof liters of the company now:
A. B. Wagner, President.
orders in so as to avoid any incon- the world knocked out Kid Cutler in
S. II. Moss of Melrose,
venience on this account.
the sixth round of their
W. H. Collins, Secretary-Trows- .
A. B.. AUSTIN' & CO.
mutch here this morning.
Mr. W. W. Nichols has been electAfter one of the preliminary bouts
& quarrel ensued over a decision gived as a member of 'the hoard of di- QUAIL SEASON OPENS
rectora. Mr. Collins takes the place
ON NOVEMBER FIRST en by Antonio Sarabi, the referee,
and Sarabi drew a revolver and dana3 secretary-treasure- r
vacated by H.
W. Ilonnker, who has resigned.
gerously wounded Miguel Mendiza-bel- .
Owing
to
tho
the
circulation
of
first
Jir.
Homiker, however, still retains his in- issue of license books marked 1919,
one of the judges.
terests with the company and will which were printed before the change
leave soon for New York, where he in hunting seasons took place and
will
the brokerage business which have been recalled, there apTHE FIRST VOTE ON
and will underwrite a quantity of this peal's considerable confusion about
stock.
in
the dates
certain parts of the state
The Melrose Oil Company owns The state game warden again calls
acreage in the country near Melrose attention to the new law which opens
and ia one of the pioneer companies the quail season November 1 and
here. In addition to their Melrose closes it December 31. The deer sea
acreage the company has recently son opens October 20 and closes NoWashington, Oct. 1. The first vote
through the efforts of Mr. Honaker vember 5th.
on amendments to the German peace
secured some valuable acreage in
treaty will be taken in the Senate
Utah that makes things look very A REQUEST FROM
Thursday afternoon.
flattering for the company at this
THE
REVIVAL
Formal agreement was reached totime.
day by Republican and Democratic
The bankers, merchants and busi- leaders to call up at 2 o'clock the
ELECTION RETURNS
ness men of Clovis will be asked to 30 amendments proposed by Senator
INDICATE SOLDIERS
close their business houses for one Fall, Republican, of New Mexico,
AMENDMENT CARRIED hour each day, beginning next Tues adoption of which would eliminate
day, October 7th, from 10 o'clock to the United States from representaSanta Fe, Oct. 1. Ten counties 1 1 each wek day, excepting Monday, tion on numerous foreign commishave sent in complete election re- and it is predicted that every house sions created by the treaty.
turns to the office of Secretary of will be closed for this one hour each
Democratic leaders declared toState Manuel Martinez and these re- day for the purpose of attending the night that all of the amendments
turns give 2,750 for the soldier vote
revival that is now in would bit beaten. Some republicans
amendment with 2,008 votes against progress. Let the farmers and per- admitted privately that this cjaim
It; 667 for the road bonds and 3,620 sons who desire to shop take notice was correct, but emphasized that the
against them; 707 for the board of of this request, and If you find busi- vote would not be an accurate testiness houses closed at that hour then mony of the lineup of the forces on
control and 4,334 against it
The returns will be canvassed Oc you are requested to come to the the question of ratifying the treaty,
meeting at (he Elks Auditorium.
with its League of Nations covenant.
tober 6th.
Vieo-Pre-

r.

y

There are many good suggestions
being advanced about work for the
Chamber of Commerce. W. I. Luik- art made a good suggestion to the
News man this week. Mr. Luikart
favors the Chamber of Commerce securing an office in some suitable location and providing a rest room in
connection for people from the coun
try who come into town to trade.
He figures this would do more to encourage trade than any other one
thing that could be done at this time.

'i
!!

USING MORE WATER
G. W Chalfant, superintendent of
the city water works, says it is sur.,
prising how much water Clovis uses
now. He says that it takes ten times
as much water to supply the city as it
did ten years ago, although the population is not ten times as great. He
accounts for the increased consumption fror; the fact that the sewerage
requires more water and also from
the fact that there are getting to be
more home owners each year who are
doing much irrigating in beautifying
their homes.

ACREEMENT OF R. R.
SHOPMEN SIGNED
Washington, Sept. 30. The national agreement on working conditions for ra. 'way shopmen, establishing uniform rules for 600,009 men as
proposed in President Wilson's reply
to the demand of the men for increased wages will bee ime 'effective
October 20, and remain in force until
the end of government control of the
roads!
It was learned today that the agreement had been signed by the railroad
administration and six international
unions affliated with the railway employes department of the American
Federation of Labor. It now is in the
hands of the printer.
SPECIAL

ELECTION
COSTS OVER $25,000

Santa Fe, Oct. 1. According to
estimates made by the Taxpayers'
Association of New Mexico, the special election held on September 16th
at which two and possibly all of the
proposed amendments to the fctate
constitution were defeated, cost more
than $25,000.
There are approximately 800 precincts in the state. For registration
it is estimated that in one third of
these precincts there are moro than
100 voters and the members of the
registration board in such precincts
received five dollars a day each. In
the remaining 600 precincts, the
members of this board received three
dollars a day each.
Registration
therefore, cost $8,400. Three judg.ü
and two clerks on election day were
paid two dollars a day each, making
a total of $8,000 in all precincts.
It is probable that $4,000 will be
paid out for handling ballot boxts
and $1,000 for rent for voting plucM.
Printing and officinl ballots cost $800
and sample ballots $1000. The cost
of printing sample ballots is estimated ut the higher figure because they
were printed in the various counties,
while tho official ballots were all furnished by one printing establishment.
The notice of the election and the
printing of the amendments in thirty-eignewspapers of the state cost ap- -'
proximately $3,000. Incidentals will
amount to at lensl $1,000.
It is believed that these estimates
are conservative and that the total
of $26,600 represents fairly well the
cost of this election to the taxpayer.
This indicates an average of less than
$1,000 for each county. It is known,
however, that in some counties the
cost will run nearly $2,500 for holding a general election. It is probable,
therefore, that the cost will exceed
the estimate given.
ht

i

Mrs. John Barry returned the first
of the week from a visit in Tennessee.
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ORDERS PROBE IN
4
SUGAR PRICES 4

Washington, Oct. 1. Investí- 4 gation of prices of sugar by the
4 federal trade commission was
4 ordered by the house today
4 through adoption of a resolu- 4 tion introduced by Representa- 4 tive Tinkham, republican, of
4 Massachusetts.
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THE CLOVIS NEWS,

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1010.

The New Mexico Bad

The Clovis News
Official Paper of Curry County.

IT

ML II

Check Law in Detail

I

OUT STATEMENT

GIVES

The State Health Department isthe following statement relative
sues
There has been ' much discussion and of knowledge of insufficient
Editor and Publubar
to the prevention of the spread of induring the past few weeks concern- funds in or credit with'such bank
or fluenza.
ing the workings of the new bad
depository unless such maker
"While the health authorities proother
check law, which was approved lost
Entered at the poitof flee at Clovlt, March by the state legislature. We or drawer shall have paid to drawee pose to take every step known to
New Mexico, as aecond clau matter
thereof the amount due thereon, to- science, as far as their resources will
are publishing the law herewith:
permit, which may have any effect in
under the act of March 3, 1879.
House Bill No. 318; Approved gether with interest and protest fees
limiting the spread of influenza, it
days
receiving
within ten
after
March 17, 1919.
notice
must be stated that the control of the
check,
Legislature
such
by
draft,
or
the
Enacted
order,
Be
that
has
It
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
disease, in the light of our present
not been paid by the drawee.
of the State of New Mexico:
One Year
$1.50
Provided, that in cases where the knowledge of the epidemiology of the
Section 1. Any person who, with
Six Months
.75 intent to defraud, shall make or draw order, check or other instrument malady, lies largely in the hands of
public itself.
or utter or deliver any check, draft sought to be paid is for Twenty Dol the
"Isolation by the health authorities
or money order for the payment of lars ($20.00) or less, Justices of the
ADVERTISING RATES
ill with influenza, in the
money upon any bank or other de-- 1 Peace shall have the jurisdiction and of persons
of
preventing
infection of olher
hope
Display, leas than quarter page, 20 pository, knowing at the time of such shall assess a punishment of not less
although justifiable where
making, drawing, uttering or deliver-- ! than Fifty Dollars ($50.00) nor more individuals,
cents per single column inch.
ing that the maker obtained from an. than Two Hundred Dolíais ($200.00) practicable on account of the little
page or over, in one
good it may accomplish, cannot be exother party thereby, is guilty of lar- or by imprisonment in the County
sue, per inch 15 cents.
to give adequate protection
ceny and punishable accordingly, und Ji(il for not less than Thirty (301 pected
the
disease. The average indifrom
upon conviction thereof tbull be fined days nor more than ninety (00) day.;,
vidual who is attacked by influenza
REMEDYING FROM
not moro than Five Thousand Dollars or both such fine and inprisonmcnt.
two
EFFECT TO CAUSE ($5,000.00) or punishment not more!
Section 2. The word "credit" as does not consult a physician urtil
days
three
the
first
after
syniptoim.
used h.rein, shall be construed to
than, five (5) years, or both.
have appeared. Recent experiments
Increase of the "divorce evil" is
In th prosecution under thÍ3 seo- - mean r.n arrangement or understand-tioried on in the attempt t; transmit
causing serious concern to ministers,
rai
in against the maker or drawer ing with the bank or depository for
judges and others interested in social thereof, the making, drawing, utter- - 11k payment of such check, draft, or the disease from infected individual
to healthy persons tend to show th;.'
reform. Tliij concern seems to have ing or delivering of a clu ck, draft or1 onkr.
x
k.
its principal manifestation in a desire money order, payment of which is I;.
Section i!. Section 15G0, Cod ir.iluenza may be contagion? only
earlier slago3, befor.- the patiert
to make divorce laus more stringent. fused by the drawee became of lael; 1ÍU5, and all act- - or parts of nct3 in
takes to bed. At uny rate, by the
From the standpoint uf practicabilof funds or credit, shall be prima conflict with this act are hereby
time the average case has been
ity, this reform would appear to he
evidence of intent to defraud pealed.
to the health authorities the
advocated more with an eye to prerelatives and business associates of
senting more favorable statistics to
the outside world than to n real solu- on the matter and give him to under-- ' highway west by way of Melrose to l hi' infected person have been exposf,tand that he's nothing better than ntlic county line. The proposed road ed. For thi3 reason it is obvious tha
tion of the problem of martial
r'omiscuiiy of d'vorce is a bad cold anyway, the physicians say north will give Curry County a net- - illation, if it is to be effective at all.
direct result of promiscuity of marri- he will take his early departure, work of good roads excelled by none ust iu, pla(.tmi by the infected perage and nny effort to take the tragedy cheerfulness of all things being the il! the state and the small cost of nd- - j)n him;elf as soon as he has the
symptom sugestivo of in- out of the divorce situation must be state of mind he cannot endure on ditional tax will be more than
pensnted for by the development of iluc nzu. When the disease is present
directed first to taking the levity out the part of his host.
Of course it's difficult to remain the country.
n the roin'.nunitv. the first atieeze nr
of the marriage situation.
cough, tickling of the throat, redness
Judge Hugo Oswald of Spokane cheerful when such a
Woman in New York blossoms out of the eyes or congestion of the
gets at the root of the matter with a visitor is in the house, but (he assurtrousers and indignantly declares cous membranes of the unner air
suggestion of six months' compulsory ance that cheerfulness will hasten his
courtship for young people before the departure ought to help some. Then, shc g oniy bt,in)i nalllrai am1 not pas: ages should be regarded as a
are other measures which arc
not0ricty. Photograph shows ger signal and the individual should
marriage alter is reached. He says
recommended
as hints to the gentle-- , the outfit consists of white satin, the isolate himself at once, until he
the divorce evil would dwindle if prospective bride-- and grooms were re- man that Irs stay will not be plcvant trousers decorated with rows of but- - knows whether or not hr has influ- quired to make known in court their to lum. J hese number chietly com- - tons ,()Wn thl;
:i.m8; juci!lt trim- enza. This is a duty that he owes to
with wh;u, fur llt ttu. neck nnd his family, friends and associations.
intentions and then to serve a six mon sense sanitary and hygienic
Avoid crowds, which is ... ,u i.,,,.,,,., v,.h;to f,lr hut i.ml
"For the same reason it is apparent
months' probation poiud before the measures.
granting of the marriage license. The good advice even when the Flu is mit parasol with n long shephard's crook Hint the quarentine of contacts, to be
Stay away from anybody handle. Of course that is a natural ell", dive, mu::t be establih-- d early,
Judge solves the disagreeable feature abroad.
ard thrr, fore through the voluntary
of publicity with the suggestion that with a cough or cold. Drink plenty attire.
co on ration of the exposed person.
the notices of intention be not node of fresh water. Sleep With the windows open. Get as much of the open
public.
Statistic.-- show that there arc two The incubation period of irfkn nza is
Adoption of Judge Oswald's plan air as possible, walking to work when- million women of marriageable age '''- -t.
'" ";n.v cs-- s contacts
be- the
would undoubtedly cause much dis- ever possible. Eat three uniform in Great Britlain who will :iot he able !'"'V1' liim' to
'.l
the
satisfaction in these times when a meals a day. Bathe frequently. And to marry because there are no: ''in,' tii" report
TIk.-large percentage of nvi'Tnirrn arc above all keep things ehcevf!.
ncli'd the i.r&Mi
enough men. It hi not prs: timed that
among bup'.
made ami marred witRin a fw weeks. I
this total will be increased as th" are tlso
BE IT EVER SO HUMELE
s of infected individuals
But the forbearing love that mn!;c3
men that are left will have u hr
who do net cotv.e to the notice of llic
for happy marriages could well wail,!
time dodging with all thesehealth authorities at all.
There's no place like home.
It is the
and the impulsiveness which is the
on tin ir trail.
duty of the individual who knows or
That i.s an old song but a greater
cause of most unhapny marriages
would at least be disciplined before truth.
is reported to have supports that h lias been cv posed to'
The
There is a great difference between been greatly pleused when an aviator influenza to "quarentine" liimielf
Tather than in the painful aftermard.
j a home owner and a renter.
flew low over Amerongen and waved until he has come down with the disThe difference is as great as be- - his hand at him. Mo3t of the joy ease or until he can be reasonably
THE FLU AGAIN
!
twocn a land owner and a tenant was doubtless due to the fact that the certain that he ij not infected.
"Dependence should not be placed
Relying upon the reputation of Mr. farmer.
airman waved his hand instead of a
upon masks, sprays, drugs or
The home owner pays taxes and
s
N. Fluenza as a repeater, health offi-- j
bomb.
for protection from influenza.
and physicians generally arc surance but he pays no rent3.
Tno improvements he makes and
sending out earnest exhortations to1
Few things are more satisfactory That masks have any value in preincrease in value of property are to the entire community, county, venting infection is doubtful, and it
c
us to put our houses in order in
paration for another cf the persistent a" h'Estate and notion than good public is believed that they mny even favor
gentleman's visits, which is due to I Build a home and own a home are highways, and it seems that the time it. Sprays and ointments for the upcome along about this time when har- as vital as get a wife and raise a has come when the people are almost per air passages, if of any value at
all as disinfectants, arc transient in
vest is nearly over and Winter plow- family.
of one mind on the proposition.
Family and home are the basis of
action, and they may make infection
ing has not begun, and he, consequently, has no chance to keep him our civilization and tenantry are alien
Clovis had five inches of rain in more likely through irritation of the
at home. The wise ones tell us that to American institutions.
two days. What has become of the mucous membranes. There is no
the principal reason N. Fluenza's visold fashioned man who used to talk drug known that will prevent influits have such unpleasant conseThe road bond issue proposed to about the Arid West? Santa Fe enza, and the public should not become a victim of advertisements requences is that we give up when we furnish a good highway for people New Mexican.
commending preparations
sec him coming nnd rolex into a des- in the north part of the county is one
for this
pondent or morose state of mind that will benefit all. There is now
There is always hope for a man purpose. The use of vaccines for the
prevention of influenza is still in the
which encourages him to do h's worst,
good highway under construction until he loses his
experini' r.tal stage, and (he results
these being conditions that are meat from here to Toxico and also f.om
and bread to the unwelcome viaüor's here to Portales.
The state has on
Men flatter merely to protect thcin which have been obtained so f,,r do
not warrant their general use as a
existence. If we put a cheerful face its schedule the construction r.f a selves from women who flirt.
prophylactic measure; th? United
Stales Public Health Service preparm: .s::i.;,::x :m:.:c
cmsmm. are :;:,. mmm:-- mi w m,. iErB::ii:,;.l!B:
a: a. S ed and distributed under careful conBTE'E 'iqs
trol h'.iidreds of thousands of doses
of influenza vaccine, but the; resulla
failed to prove the preparation of any
value, and its distribution was discontinued.
"While this department does not
believe that restrictive measures such
as closing of theatres and tho prohibition of public gatherings have any
effect upon the ultimate number of
cases which occur in a community, it
is of the opinion thnt such measures
are jusifiabln in small towns or cities
with a Bank the Fanner places himself
I'y
for the purpose of spreading the out
in posit mi to receive the financial support that is so necbreak over a longer period of time,
thus enabling the community to take
essary at certain seasons in all Agricultural pursuits. And
hotter care of the sick. If uuch measures are adopted, they should he put
it is the
places
the hank in
that
into practice early tg be effective,"
EDWARD L. MANSON

One-fourt- h

MAN often thinks he
chooses shirts by pattern
alone till he finds himself
scanning the texture of a white
negligee.

The fabric of our EAGLE SHIRTS
challenges your admiration. It is
woven on "EAGLE looms with all
the skill and ingenuity of a maker
proud of his product.

-

Kendall Dry Gcods Co.

unhnp-pines-
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"goat-getting-

"

dan-ther- e
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?c a package
v3
before the war
ourmg trie war
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ea-.e-

ex;-ofe-
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j(Pc a package

surpl.i-female-
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THE FLfiUOR LASTS
SO DOES THE PRICE!

pre'-th-

-

t.

:;:;
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The Banker
and the Farmer
Fanner's

position to render such srpporl.
and the Farmer need each other.

In a word the Hanker

FOR SALE
t
inch Cuso Sepa-One
ator.
One
Case Gas Tractor.
One
I.aCrosse 24 Inch Disc
plow with attachment for two six disc
gangs.
One 4 disc 24 inch Sanders Engine
Plow.
Ono 5 gang 14 inch Mould Board
twenty-eigh-

particularly solicit the accounts of farmers and Hie
facilities of the bank arc ALWAYS at their disposal.
We

now.

your

nlmut

when by railing for

18

laundry

our m;m will

rail for your soiled clothing

and it

will

lie

reltirnrd promptly,

nice and

clean.

u

n

0--

t.

'yn!l'T

Why worry

.

harrow.
One
Cose Gas Tractor.
One
Tandem Disc hnrrow.
Ono
All the above in good condition.
Address X caro News office, or call
at News office for further informa,
tion.
three-sectio-

Loans on either real estate or chattel mortgage security.
f

YOUR LAUNDRY TROUBLES

g

9Í Clovis

B'1 lf"S''il'i'"Bi''fL"y-!f-

15T

1

20-4- 0

The Citizens Bank
C2 !l8rKvffr'nf0fF'lEfffiFillS!rlTr:pp''

.

'''''SJSIiiSl'i'K'i"

I

Clovis Steam

Laundry

THE CLOVIS NEWS. THURSDAY. OCTOBER 2, 19!9.
AMERICANIZATION DA IT
SET FOR OCTODER 24th

Moss

it

White

Cash Buyers of ail Kinds of

MCE M

SIDES

We Pay Cash for Cream
and Test It Here
1st door south of Clovis Steam

Laundry on South Main Street

WE ARE HERE TO STAY

PHONE 84

Build It Now!
make it a real pleasure to live in.
If you can't build a new one, a little of the right kind
of remodeling and painting will really restore it to
present day standards.

WE HAVE THE MATERIAL TO DO IT RIGHT

Lone Star Lumber Co.
..

Telr phone

Clovis, New Mexico

F7

Americanization day will be observed in the public schools ind the
hiifhcp ir.ptitutlons of learning,
Friday, October 24lh, under on official proclamation that has been
by Governor Larrazolo.
T'k'
avati dt p;irtr.ier.t of education will;
fiirr.iih to the public schools for uso
on that day programs based upon the
work of thi late Theodore Rcoccvult
for a (creator America. The txtt of
the governors proclamation follows:
"Wh'.w.s: In these days of reconstruction mid readjustment of the in- CI
te nial affairs of state and nutiun, a
constant roriinder of the necessity
of adherence to the principles of true
Americanism is an essential factor in
the education of the youth of our
land; and
"Whereas: The purposes and objects of the Roosevelt Memorial association for the preservation for all
the people of our country of that inspiration of true Americanism whi'ih
burned in the heart of Theodore
Roosevelt, whereby was kindled In
the souls of all true Americans a
greater devotion, more loyally, and a
deeper faith;
"Now therefore, in commemoration of the ideulc of duty, loyalty and
devotion to our country which twire
voiced by this great American, Friday, October 24th, 1918, is hereby
proclaimed to be Americanization
day in the nublic schools of the state
of New Mexico, on the afternoon or
evening of which day patriotic programs and exercises should be rendered and held by the student body,
and under the supervision of the
teachers in the public schools and
governing bodies of all slate institutions of higher learning in New

WWjWWWWWWSVSVWSWWWWN
That building work that you held off during the war
should be your first consideration during these hustling days of peace.
This town needs more up to date and better homes to

r

You Can Begin Earne
ing That
Savings Bank
Now
Hancl-Gre-nad-

Boys and Girls may obtain one of
these War lidies by earning and saving
money and buying at least one War
Savings Stamp.

'

'

LL'b.o;ti-.V-

m,

.a ......

.'.

m

.':

t

Adults may obtain one of these Souvenirs by saving and buying three or
more War Savings Stamps.
WAR SAVINGS STAMPS ALREADY BOUGHT WILL NOT BE
GETTING
TOWARD
COUNTED
ONLY THOSE
THE GRENADE
WAR SAVINGS STAMPS BOUGHT
FROM NOW ON.

These Unique "WEAPONS OP PEACE" Will
Soon be lieadv for Distribution. Those Who Earli
Them FIRST Will (let Them. THE NUMBEIi IS
LIMITED. For Information call at

First National
Bank

NOTICE OF SUIT

In the District Court of Curry County, New Mexico.
T. M. Miller, Plaintiff.
vs.
No. 1519
W. P. Waggoner, A. J. Smith, J. I.
Case Threshing Machine Company,
Incorporated, of Racine, Wisconsin, Mrs. E. T. Stevens, M. Steele,
Amelia Steele, Texas State Bank,
Mollie Stevens, E. T. Stevens, F. L.
Donaldson, Board of County Commissioners of the County of Curry
and Unknown Claimants of inter
ests in the premises adverse to the
pi íi tit ill'. Defendants.
To the above named defendants:
You and each of you arc hereby
notified that a suit has been
and is new pending in the District Court of furry County, New
Mexico, wherein T. M. Miller B the
If its news The News wants
rlair.t:!T and vou are the defendants. NOTICE OF SALE
OF, SCHOOL BONDS Phone us. No. 97.
said cause bring numbered 1510 on
the civil docket of the said court, and
Public notice is hereby given that
that the general objects of said suit
are to quiet title to the following de- school district Ten of Curry County,
scribed real estate situated in Curry New Mexico, have duly voted negotibonds in the sum
County, New Mexico,
Lot 0 able coupon nnschool
.v,;..u ...ill k
aa In
.
nun
loo
f"."""-""- .
in Ulock 5, Lot 5 in Block 17 and Lot
0
cachnumber
of
$500
- bcarinB in"
17 in Block 10, Original Town of
Texico, New Mexico, and to estable. tcrost nt tho rate of six Per cent Pay'
to bear date of
the claim and title of the plaintiff in nble
and to said premises and forever bar:0ctober Ut 1919' to run 30 'pars
aftcr
and estop all of tho said defendants from date' with ',tion t0
having
from
or making any claim in
Jirs.
Now therefore, the undersigned
or to finirl denrrilii il rent n.tnt n.!.
verse to the plaintiff. You arc furth- County Treasurer of Curry County,
er notified that unless you appeal, as directed by law, gives public noplead or answer in said cause on or tice that he will receive sealed bids
before October 31st. 1919. iiiripment for the sale of said bonds and will
of default Will be taken nirninst vnn 0l)ín ,he ame at hi offlce at 2 P m.
and the plaintiff will apply to the!0" the 16th AW ot 0ctobcr. 1919
court for the relief prayed for in her,lmt a11 bilU must bl' a"omPI'l'd bV
for ten per cent of
complaint.
Tho plaintiff's attorney 0 certint(l
Ki.l titktnk sUII k tfvfntiA
w
'
" in
vm.
post-;
A. tiillenwater whose
is
with
comply
not
case
does
said
bidder
office and business address is Clovis,
the teims of this notice, and thut
New Mexico.
Witness r.y hand ard the seal of t.a'd bonds shall be sold to the highest
the said court this September 10th, responsible bidder, but rijrht is reserved to reject any and all bHu.
1i)19.
Witness my hand this Kith day of
i Seal)
,
W, C. ZKUWEIi,
!
County Clerk. Pi'ptember, 11)19.
J. S. MORGAN,
County Treasurer Curvy County,
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT

Clovis New Mexico

Capital $100,000.00

i

.

MONUMENTS
Artistic Marble and Granite Memorials
Prices, Material, Workmanship Fully Guaranteed,
Also Lawn and Cemetery Iron Fencing.
YOU WILL SAVE MONEY BY SEEING US
BEFORE BUYING.

Rapp Monument Co.

203

West Grand Ave CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

10 ü erve You!
We have plenty of money to take care of all
good farm loans and can give you the same quick
service that has made our company popular with

the public.
Write or call on us when you need money.

UNION MORTGAGE
COMPANY
MAIN STREET

t:

"

CLOVIS, N. M.

it.

Dr J. B. Westerfleld
Physician and Surgeon.
Oftlee over Sunshine Shop
Office Phone 231.
Residence 209

DO IT NOW!

WWSAAWWWWW

Let Us Fill That
Coal Bin With
Good Old

ROCKVALE
Lump Coal

Heady

-

DR. H. R. GIBSON
OSTEOPATH
Treats all diseases, both acute and
Offlce
cbrouio.
in New Tile
building on corner north of Fire
Station and east of Lyceum
theatre.
Oftlee phone .'S3. Residence
Clovis, New Mexico.

390.

'

THOMAS W. JONES
200

Veterinarian.
West Otero Street.
Clovis, N.

Ptioae

Kemp Lumber
Company

OF ADMINISTRATRIX AND
NOTICE TO CREDITORS

Service - Qual'ty

N. M.

-

Saticfaction

BARB WIRE CUTS AND WOUNDS

In the Probute Court of Curry Coun- are troublesome
to cure. Get a
ty, State of New Mexico.
bottle of Farris' Healing Remedy
In tho mrttcr of the estate of W. Wis- - costs fiOc make it at home. Heals
rapidly. A soro never matters where
miller, deceased.
Notice is hereby civen. that Letters this ermedy is used. We sell it on the
of Administration of the estate oin,ony back plan. A. B. Austin &
W. Wismiller, deceased, were granted Company.

to tho undersigned by the Probate
Court of tho County of Curry, State
of New Mexico, on tho lGth day of
September, 1919.
All persons having claims against
said estate are required to present
same to the undersigned for allowance at the office of Rowells & Reese,
Attorneys at Law, Clovis, New Mexico, within Twelve Months from and
after the date of this notice and publication with necessary vouchers, or
they will bo forever barred and pre- rluded from any benefit of said
estate; or; said claims may bo filed
with the Clerk of the Probate Court.
Dated this tho Kith day of Sep
I
tcmber, 1919.
EFFIE M. WISMILLER,
Administratrix.
Some men are such good rogretters I
that they keep right on doing the!'
wrong things just to show how apo- logctic they can be.

i

a- -

u

-

PHONE No. 450

J. A. KISER
All

kinds of Hauling

Drayag

J. FOSTER

SCOTT,

Jr,

MI).

PHYSICIAN owl Sl'UUEOM

4
attention Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat
Oftlee Over ouushine Shop.
Res. Phone IS
Oftlee Plume 40 ;
Special

Try
This
On Your
Eczema

DR. C. O. WARRINER

CHIROPRACTOR
113 South Main St.

PHONE

101

If you are afflicted with

Salt Rheum, Tetter, dry
Eczema Acne or Pimples, buy a jar of that
sweet, odorless ointment Dry Zenzal. For
the watery eruptions
the only sure treatment
is the soothing, healing

dr.

c l. McClelland

Physician and Surgeon
Residence 202 North Gidding
Office over Pierce Dry Goods Co.
CLOVIS, N. M.

Moist Zenzal, 75c tho

jar.

and Transfer

Wagon at Mandell's Corner
CLOVIS, N. M.

DR. L. M. BIGGS

Mears Pharmacy
.

Of Course

Veterinary Surgeon
Phone 331
Clovis,

New Mexico

THE CLOV1S
Auto palatine.
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Bert Curless.

254.

rhone
tf.
,

Triplctt of Texico was
visitor the first of the week.

Mrs.

ACKMAN'

do-v- i

--

Lots of good used heaters. Clovis

Furniture

Co.

THE STORE THEY TALK ABOUT

fc

J. S. Lindley is in Santa Fe attending Federal Court as
grand
juror.

ti

Él

Men's and Boys Furnishings

Heaters and Cook Stoves all kinds,
all prices for all people1.

Quality

v

Association.
A beautiful assortment of rugs at
Clovis Furniture Co., successors lu
R. H. Crook.
Judice Sain Brnlton spent Severn
dnys in Fort Sumner this week holding District Court.

,

-

Suits for Men who want conservative style and
suits for young men who want the latest designs, and
we have them in hoth kinds in all the new shades, md
in the cloth you want, whelher it he Serges, Worsteds, fancy mixtures or twills.
Men's Suits, lieginning al

$20, $25, $27.50, $35, $40

Sewing Wanted Will do any kind
of sewing. Mrs. Jim Monroe, 712 .V.
Prince St. Phone 433.

'

Young Men's Suits at

$25, $29.50, $35, $37.50

Mrs. J. W. Yates left Inst Saturday for Paris, Texas, where she will
visit relatives for several weeks.

FA

Kugs! Rugs! Rugs! A beautiful as-- ,
soi'tincnt at Clovis Furniture Co.,
successors to R. H. Crook.

IN- -

"The Light of
Western Stars"

Suits for
Boys

Mrs. R. X. Downie of Melrose is in
th

that

city looking after her little ci:l
is in the local hospital for

Elbows,

Stove

Polish

and

1

Fin

r

from the popular story

it-

-

.

r

Suits for Iiovs:; toS wars at

$4.50 to $7.50

week.

The ball game Friday between

t

mm

Wallace Carmuck's new home on
North Mitchell is neoring completion
ami he plans to move
there next

Sennett. Comedy

Paramount-Ma- d

We are showing larger
stocks of Buys' new fall
suits than ever hefore, em
hracing yll the weaves,
Serges, Fancy Worsteds,
Cashhneres, Tweeds and
Corduroys. Mixed colors of
green, hlue, then
solid or strip elTeets in given, hrown. hlue and kliaki
shades.

Shovels.

By Zane Grey
One of the Funniest Comedies Ever
Shown In Clovis

I

i

Suits for I Joys

Cle-

vis High School and the Portales iryji
School resulted in a score of 4 toil
in favor of Clovis.

air

mm
l?cn Turpin cross his eyes as Kiiza crosses
t lit' ire.

See

Charlie Conkliu as Hie most horrible Simon
Legrce you ever beheld.
Hen Tur) tin as rude Tom (a cross eyed Uncle Tom) astride the great wliite horse,

Rev. Redr.ton left this week fv
Tucumcari to attend the anmi..!
conference.
The appointments wll
be made Sunday rii::ht.

See

-

express, in the i.ew

h.v

See
See

Ford Sterling as the

rough-nec- k

audience.

-- AT THE

Whether you want a felt or

We sill better pianos for less;
Kvnprf tnninir rut .u iii,.i t. nrl
action regulating done on short no
tice. Phone 202. D. N. Croft.

mnnrV.

you will til id in our big hat

velom- - ha,' or colors of
stock and in the shape vou like at

S5.00 Q5.85 S6.50

I

BOYS AND GIRLS SHOES
Complete stocks in lioys and (iris school or dress shoes, in button
or l ice
styles, black or brown leathers. Hundreds of styles to show
Never was
v,i
our Children's shoe department as large as now.' Come here e.xp.'ct'iiiT to find
what you want for the Hoy or (iirl. In sizes H to 11 a,
j 1o L lwñlmit; nt

S2.DG Q3.25 S3. GO S3.7G S4.00

Mrs. DeGraftenreid, and daughter,
Mrs. Frank Skidmore of Mexico, and
Mrs. Olton Kirby of Arizona, motored
in from Melrose Tuesday to do some

Auto painting.

Bert Curless. Phone

Auto painting.

(Ml I'Incer location
Pert Curies, l'hone
tf at News Office.

J. B. Esters of Portales
Clovis Wednesday.

Wanted

Bale Ties and Broom Corn Wire.

Wanks for sale

Sewing.

Mrs.

A baby boy was born last week to
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Spetter.

Miss Erma Oxford has gone to
and accepted a position as stenographer in the County Superinten-

Mrs. W. T. Jackman has been on
the sick li:.l this rtvek.

was in

tf

3

204.

254.

Miller,

315 N. Connelly St.

GG.GO

S12.GO

Farme., you are likely to be

shopping.

PERSONAL MENTION

or Mack '

S7.G0 S8.GO $9.00

planning to have a public sale this
fall. If so, let tho News print your
sale bills. We will give you prompt
service.
tf

TRY TO GET IN

m

For Fall

Black who has been with the
City Drug Store will leave Friday for
Minneapolis, Minn., where he has accepted a positoin with a drug firm
there.

OCTOBER 4th

gh-

are here in all the leathers and lasts, in browns
ami blacks in such makes as "I'ackard" and
"Heacon". Surely you can find what vou want
111 this big shoe
stock.

B. P.

SATURDAY NIGHT

IMaids and

S3.50 $4.50 S5.0Ó S6.S0
Men's Dress Shoes

El.

Mr.

rs.

n.--

Men's Dress Hats $3.50 to $6.50

Stove Boards, Coal Hods and Stove
Pipe.

Ben Turpin as Little Kva.

and

Wry nift v at

SI. GO SI. 7 3 Q2.0Ó 32.50

J. W. Hunter left the latter part of
last week for Little Rock, Ark., where
he has accepted a position as auctioneer on the oil exchange there.

"Black Keauty"

to IS years at

YOUNG MEN'S CAPS FOR FALL
are hen- this week

M. W. Johnson of Los Angel'
formerly a Clovis merchant, and
brother Robert Johnson, were Clnvi.;
visitors the first of the week.

'

S

$8.50 to $13

solid colors.

See

1

Men's and Young Men's Suits

Dr. H. A. Miller is in Albuquerque
this week attending the State Medical

MSSII

Right

Goods-Pri- ced

to

SG OO

Mrs. R. F. Pixley will entertain
at
Auction on next Saturday afternoon.

Mr. A. S. Johnson has as his guest
See those new
suits at
Kentucky Grain Drills and Osborne
this week, Glenn Sullivan of Amarillo.; Clovis Furniture Co., successors to Disc Harrows.
dent's office. Melrose Messenger.
K. H. Crook.
Stove Pipe, Coal Hods and Fire
Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Smith of Mule
L. A. Gillett, State Highway En- Shovels. Phone 72.
TTT
shoe were in Clovis the first of the
gineer, was in Clovis for a abort time
week on business.
the firft of the week in the interest
of road matters and visiting the local
H. Hell nuil A. K.
Curren went to
2?
For nil kinds of fwd, prindipjf Wichita Kails
office of the district highway enginand Kort Worth Wcd- Mr.
eer.
Gillett left here to attend
mrefnmK
,. nn.l shelling, cal at the' nesiluv
l
O
t
rt,
C.
I.J
nnu ciimircn
mi'H. life oiniiiuinn
i;iovia Urist Alill.
the O.ark Trails meeting at Roswell.
left last week for Taiban for a visit
John I). !ln,in ..(., ....! ik:.
i.
.
. ....
.
.
'
.... r
.
lino
s new for a from nenvrr, where he
How about that Fotdson tractor with her mother.
has bee,, for
hi im- num.- oi ner pnrenis, Mr. the iast two weeks.
you are going to buy to do the Fall
G. E. Jones was a Portales visitor :inu Mrs. j. v. wek-liplowing with? The rain has come,
now do not lose any time by not being and tool: in the big oil celebration
S. J. Hlaek iias jusi returned from
Mr and Mrs. Josh T. Miller have Kec ne,
able to get your wheat sowed. Buy there Weducsday.
Toyii.i, where he went with his.
roceiiily moved to Clovis from Negra three
a Fordson tractor and he assured a
children, Frentona, Marbert
f
For rent at low price
of and are residing at 315 North Con- and Klba,
wheat crop by being able to get your
who will attend tho Southcrops in early. We can deliver you large new store roof. Good location. nelly Street.
western Junior College at that pluce.
a Fordson tractor at once, also two Call at News office or phone No.
and three disc plows for tractor pow-e- 202.
G. McDuff Gamblo and wife reA. I,, Greirg, sheriff of Roosevelt
Call at our display rooms and
turned the past week frcm a visit in County, was in
Clovis last Saturday.
look over the Fordson tractor. Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Frasicr and mother, Knox County, Texas.
Mr. Gamble Mr. Gregg is heavily Interested In the
A Lindley, operating Highway Gar- Mrs. Day, motored to Clovis the first says those folks down
there say they Mesa Oil and Gas Company, who aro
age. Authorized atfents for Ford of the week to attend to their prop have good crops but that hu saw
drilling on the Patton and Hart léase
Cars, Trucks and Fordson Tractors.
erty interests here. Mrs. Frasitr was 'nothing that compared with the row southwest
of hero. He says the comformerly Miss Birdie Day.
crops in Curry County.
pany will spud In next week.
bed-roo-

.1

I

I

.

.

I

.

'

m-i--

A. J. Conley of Melrose was a
visitor Monday.

J. uuy usher cr koswui was

in

Genuille ROUND OAK Ranges and
Heaters.

Clovis on business Monday,

ttlQZ&l&tUQ

A. Mandell attended the celebra-- 1
tion at fortr.ii b Wednesday of ihisi

IT"' iff I JiTSE'1',

-

.

One-hal-

'

r.

een with
Mrs. Wright, who has
Every farmer in Curry County is
busy this week cutting row crops. the Citizens Bank for the past year
There is scarcity of help this year or more, has resigned and has accept-tha- t
ed a position as stenographer with
is making the harvesting prob-the law firm of Patton & Hatch.
Jem rather a serious one.
1

i

-

t

Oldest Established Paper in Curry County
VOL. 13, NUMBER IS.

LOCAL

Paper of U. S. Land Office

Official
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FAIR AND BOYS'

ll.SO PER YEAR

'
leaden and club member appreciate hen has been in production from four quality of the ikin and the condition
to lix weeks. Frequently a light or of the pelvic arches. A soft velvety
such encouragement and

tion.

.'.

Boys and Girls who

:

strive all

sum-

bleached band will be noticed midway
between the base and tip of the beak,
This indicates that the hen had been
in production for a short period and
hud stopped, which permitted
the yellow to begin coming back to
the beak, beginning at the base and
pushing the bleached portion in front
of it.
The Lower Mandible (5) muy
be used in place of the upper mund- ble for birds where the upper mand- iblo is black or horn. However, thu
period of bleaching for the lower
mandible
one or two weeks shorter
than the period fyr the upper mand- -

mer, working and keeping records of
their work, looking forwurd to the
time when they can compare the
fruits of their own labors with those
October the Month (or Club Achieve-mon- i
of their friends, and neighbors,
Days Local Fair to be Held surely deserve a great deal of encouragement, admiration and praise,
Over Curry County,
so why nut x press all of this in one
by being nt the Locul Fuir and Boys'
With October begins flub achieve- and eiirh' Club Exhibit if it is in
ment duya, and each buy and girl reach of you?
He a booster for your own commit- who has llnishi'tl his or her project in
nity. Get behind its activities, and
indeed proud of tho achievement.
The following arc thu dales and make them go.
'
places of these local fairs: Melrose,
Shank (C) bleaches out slower
Friday, October 3; l'lcanant Hill, Sat- NINE POINTS TO CONSIDER
IN CULLING OUT NON- than any of the other points and a
urday, Oct. 4; West Chapped, WedPRODUCING HENS ale or blotched shank therefore in- nesday, Oct. 8; Kanchvale, Friday,
dicates production for a period of
Oct. 10; Texico, Saturady, Oct. 11;
During July and August a great fifteen to twenty weeks. The color
Locust Grove, Wednesduy, Oct. 15;
Uellview, Friday, Oct. 17; Grady, many hens finish their producing per- of these shanks leaves from the scales
Suturduy, Oct. 18; and Claud, Tues- iod for the year. At this time effec on the front of the shank towards
tive culling of the flock may be done the buck of the shank, therefore a
day, Oct. 21.
These will bo all day affairs. A by observing these body characters hen with the front of the shank
very interesting program will be ren which vary with egg production. The bleached and the rear yellow would
dered at each pluce in the morning, nine points of indication as number- be considered as a hen having proat noon an old fashioned basket din- ed give at this time of the year defi- duced for a period not to exceed the
ner will be enjoyed in the old fas nite information as to the value of ten weeks just passed.
Combs, Wattles and Ear Lobes.
hioned way, every one attending con- the hen as an egg producer.
The Vent. ( ) Loses its yellow col- (7 and 3) indicate the activity of the
tributing something to the noonday
lunch, and all spread together, thus or with two or three weeks of laying. ovary. Comb, wattles and ear lobes
forming a closer fellowship and A loose moist vent nteuns thut the thut are fully expanded, hard, plump,
hen is producing eggs. A tight dry full and smooth indicate that the hen
broadening the community spirit
A shriveled
At these Local Fairs the exhibits vent means that the hen has discon-- ' is in heavy production.
and dried comb with a pale or pink
are not for the club members alone tinned laying at that time.
The Eye Ring. (2) The inner edge to white color indicates an inactive
but for men to exhibit their livestock,
grain, and the housewives to show of the eyelids, require from one to ovary and therefore a
their skill in baking, cunning, sew- - two weeks longer to bleach out than: hen. A limp co:nb, but one'that is
not dried down, indicates that the
However, adults will not the vent.
in if. etc.
Enr Lobo CI) of the Mediterran- hi n is coining back into production
compete with the club members but
the clubs will have an exhibit of their ean breeds require a few days longer after a period of rest.
The Abdjmrn. (S is dilated soft.
own. In some of the communities to lose the yellow or fi t coloring thun
The pelvic arches being well spread
prizes will be givi n to 1st. 2nd iu.,1 the eye rin,r.
v,;ll lore i'.s yellow and the kei I forced down from the
The Bctth
3rd prize winner.', this is with the
community, if . the community de- color fror.t the base toward the Cp. pelvic bones giving greater capacity
lires to offer these prizes the club A bleaehul hi ak indicates that the Heavy production is indicated by tin
j

I;

1

00)

DON'T FORGET

CHARLES F. IIOHNEK

I

'Presents

akin and pliable pelvic arches indi-- 1
cate heavy production. Stiff pelvic '
arches and a course rough skin under- laid with mucii fat ;núicate
duction.
The Scales, (fl) on the heel or rear
hock joint indicate the natural color
of the shanks. These scales do not
bleach and by a comparison, using
these as an index, it may be deter- mined to what extent the shanks have
bleach' d through production.
Culling by this method mtut be
done before the molt begins. When
the molt bigins the color of the skin,
fhnnks, beak, etc., again becomes nor-- !

"THE ONLY GIRL"
ook hv Hciirv niossnni
.Music

by Vidor Herbert

Vy arrangement with' Witntark Music Libra rv
CAST OF CHARACTERS

Alan Kiüiliri'U.uli (Kini),n librettist... Ccorn'e Lvdeckcr
Kdwnvd Harrow
Svlvesti T Martin ( ( 'ulkscv ). a broker
,um Syy f lYesll ), lüWVei' E. 1). Woods
McMurrav
(Hunkio),
Andrew
a painterCharles S. Hall
.
.
,
j.

I

Anyone viship;? these nine points.
,
.r
iU1 111 b'VS. K IlllhHMln S
with illustrations showing cuts of the
birds can get them ut "the County I í lit ll "" Í i 1, a composer
J

1

Agent's

Birdie Martin
Owen Meredith
Margaret Ayr
Frances Lewis
i
DISTRIBUTION OF IMMIGRANTS
.lane McMurrav
Alice Thomas
Ole Hanson, recent mayor of Seat- i'atrice La Montrose (Patsy), a soubrette, Lillian Ludlow
tic, himself but once removed from Rllbv
Stella KeriUlU
an immigrant family, proposes that( i i ie i
.
t i j
iwui
"
the government shall undertake the, Violn
ATnrtin
-"
"
proper distribution of immigrants on
office.

I

-'

.V

t

---

their arrival

country
means to promoting more
Americanization of the alien
in this

J

as a1(,1('('
rapid Pearle,

The tendency of immigrants is to
seek colonies of their own national!- ties and where there is slight noces-sity forced on them to learn another.
language. They are thus also depriv-- .
td of the opportunity of becoming fa- miliar with American ways of life,
and th ought, becuuse being associated
with their own coimtiym.'ii, they I've
much us they lived in the land of their

-

Only

IlV1Ui

"

Friend of Patsy
Paula. Friend of Patsv
Musical Director

MorKau

a vie Cordon
Mertedcz Hujihs
Lucien Dcnni
CI

1

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR MR. HORNER

1

native

Business Manager
Static Director

Herman Whitman
Charles Edward 1 all

hmcllters
Master of Properties

Kiiiiev' ( Yoimvcll
Ted Xewinyham'

(

-

I

Muster Electrician
Wardrobe Mistress

-

Peter Mullipm,
Mary (I rey

.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
To ieve.it immigrants from gathering into colonies
to distribute
ACT I.
them .'ii liiv y would ul once conic in
The living room in Kiinbrou.üh's Apartment, New York,
direct content w.th real Americans
wight prove a little har ler for the im- - E Veiling,
migra t ai first, but it would the!
ACT II.
fooner break the ties to the mother-- .
land.
Six
Weeks
The
Same,
Later.
The alien transported cr.mot be- come a thoroughly good citizen of
ACT III.
this republic unless he enters into the
The Same Evening.
ful! spirit of its institutions through
a knowledge of its history and an ar
TIME-PRES- ENT
ni'iu'iiitinn r f iic LLtla TTnHrtKt't lt
Stage
Director
in New York for Mr. Horner
he woui i bo forced to attain that cndCeiieral
much more quickly if not in as3ocia-- j
Ira Hards
tion with masses oí his own nativity. V,.V York Office ill eharire of
To Proctor
such policy might diminish the num-jS(tiesigned and painted
Morange
and
ber of immigrants,
those who!
7
by
Company
constructed
Nail
Construction
would come under such regulations;
would certainly be of the most enter
prising and therefore the more wel NOW IS THE TIME TO GET
LUKE McLUKE SAYS
come. Albuquerque Journal.
SEED FOR NEXT YEAR
It is a wonder there are not mora
(From Farm' Bureau News.)
women In congress. It is about th
THE SPIRIT OF THE
There is probably nothing more im- only job where you can get $7,500 a
AMERICAN LECION
portant in the production of the crop year for doing nothing but talking.
The honeymoon is over when sht
Expressed in the preamble of its than to provide good seed and there
is no time that seed can be obtained peeks at the side of his face with her
Constitution.
Kor God and Country we associate io better advantage than right in the! lips when she says goodby in tht
morning.
ourselves together for the following Ai'M before it is harvested,
It takes no more to prepare the
The young girl who marries an oli
purposes:
To uphold and defend the Conjti-- ground for planting of good seed than man shouldn't wear black. It looks
tution of the United States of Amer-- i than it does for poor seed. A farmer as if she was impatient and was try
ing to rush things.
ica; to maintain law and order; to! my do everything in the way of
A married man has so many other
and perpetuate n one hundred paring his soil, fertilizing and culti-pe- r
cent Americanism; to preserve vating and then lose practically all worries in this world that he is usuthe memories and incidents of our! this effort by using poor seed. With ally willing to lot his wifo do the
association in the Great War; to j the excellent crops in Curry County worrying over the hereafter.
Even on a hot night, the woman
culcnte a sense of individual obliga- - this year there is absolutely no neces- tion to the community, state, and na- sity for any one having to plant in who can throw her hair on the drestion; to combat the autocracy of both ferior sec-- next spring, there is ser envies the woman who has to wear
the classes and the masses; to make probably no crop that responds more about three feet of her own hair t
right the master of might; to promote readily to seed selection than do the bed. .
peace and good-wil- l
on earth; to con- grain sorghums, and there ar? none
Keep some inspiring thoughts
secrate and so, ict if y our comradeship that require less effort to get good re
by our devoliun to mutual helpful- sults. The seed should by all means
with you, for such
ness; and to safeguard and transmit be selected in the field. Some of the
means progress.
to posterity the principles of justice, main points to observe in selecting
seed being: 1st, to examino carefully
freedom and democracy.
Now
the plant, see that it does not produce
fuckers, that it is of proper height,
SOME DANCE
not too high nor too low for the var
A young fellow, who was off on iety you wish to produce, and then
n i;:unt nut wert fell into hnrd luck large compact heads should be select
Oi THE SIDE
and had to pawn one of his suits. "I because, after all, the thing most
Just before startitiir for homo he desired is tho grain, and we want
managed to get it out ngnin. When to produce plants thi.t will yield a
I am not much for advertising but
he reached home his mother, while large amount of grain, and in maize
unrueki'ig his trunk, came ncoss tlu-- it is advisable to select straight necks,
I have always paid the top rice for
coal with the pawnbroker's tag on it. in fact we are trying to work out the
producm.r
planti
thus
necks,
crooked
is
inquired,
"what
the
"John," she
eggs, chickens, hides, and j.il kinds of
that will yield as well, and at Uic
tag on yolir ccat?"
John, not wishing to have his same time be much oa!cr to handle. produce. Now I am adding a fresh
mother know of his temporary em- If your crop is not what you like it line of groceries which I will sell a
to be, possibly some of your neigh
barrassment, said :
"Oh, I was at a dance and checked bors have something better, and it little cheaper for spot cufh.
would be advisable to make Home ar
my coat."
trousers with rangements with them to set seed
Soon she e
from their fields before it is harvest
the same kind of a tyg on them.
"John," she demanded, "what kind ed. There is nothing Pore Important
In our farming operations right now
of a dance was that?"
than to provide good seed for next
Some men attract no more atten- year Have you secured yours?
tion in the world than a thermometer
O. M. Roi, IVap.
PImm 133
Job rrlntlof at tht News Office
on a cool summer day.
a.-.-

hv.(ates

Senery'

a-

Dan v omig
(i Mee Kellllicott

all'tx.'

1

pro-fost-

'

in--

Girl

99

Handling

STT3A

LYCEUM

GROCERIES

THEATRE

Clovis Cream &

Produce
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MOUNCE ITEMS

For
Weak
Women

V.

In use forover40yetrtl

Thousands ol voluntary
letters from women, telling ol the good Car'dui
has done them. This is
the best proof o! the value
olCardul. It proves that
Cardul is a good medicine
for women.
There are no harmful or
habit -- forming drugs in
Cardul. It is composed
only of mild, medicinal
ingredients,

with no bad

after-effec-

TAKE

Everyone is very busy in this community harvesting the crops.
Mr. and Mrs. Waggner, daughter
and son, were visitors in Clovis Sunday afternoon.
Miss Lizzie Moss return to Clovis
Sunday from this community where
she had been visiting Miss Helen
Johnson for the past week.
Mrs. Bill Black called on Mrs. J.
R. Johnson Sunday afternoon.
Mr. Goodman has finished his new
barn, which he has been working on
for several weeks.
Mr. Canada ' threshing wheat for
Mr. Ott this week.
Mr. Brison has bought one of Mr.
Love's places which is three and n
half miles north of Clovis.
The .Mounce school will start Monday, October Oth. Everyone be ready
to start.
Miss Helen Johnson was in Clovis
Saturday ni;:ht and Sunday visiting
'
frii mis.
Mr. Edil Rice is back home from
Texas visiting his parents.
Mrs. J. R. Jiiliiron was shopping
in Clovis Saturday.
BLUE EYES.

The Woman's Tonic
You can rely on Cardul.
Surely It will do for you
what it has done ior so
many thousands of other
womcnl It should help.
"I was taken sick,
seemed to be
,"
writes Mrs. Mary E. Veste,

School here
There was r.o Sun-laSunday on account of the singing convention at Bluektower,
Mrs. McGinty nnd daughter, Mipr,
I orenu, of Clovis
spent Saturday
.
Carnahan's
night and Sunday at
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Walker, Messrs.
Dah- Struble, Dewey Wilson, Clyde
ni'd Miss Claudia Mcador attim!etl
church in Clovis Sunday night.
At the exhibit Friduy afternoon
Mr. Bickley, Mr. Peterson and Mis.
Steed each made a good talk.
Mrs.
purchased u car
Curnhun
Monday.
Threshing broom corn is the order
(f the day now.
School is progressing fine. There
is a good attendance.
Mr. C. C. Doris has bought a new
Furdson tractor.
Mrs. W. P. Ramho anil daughti-vMiss Fay. of Hen ford, Texas, wi reitere Saturday and Sunday.
The families of Messrs. Welch,
.luck Kobeits r.nd Tom Roberts
the singing convention at
Dlacktower Sunday afternoon.

...

of Madison

Heights,

POINT ENTERPRISE

Mi-3-

Va.

"I got down so weak,
could hardly walk . . .
just staggered around.
I read of Cardul,
and after taking one bottle, or before taking quite
all, I felt much better. I
took 3 or 4 bottles at
that time, and was able to
do my work. I tike it in
the spring when rundown. hnd no app lite,
and I commenced citing.
It is the best tonic I ever
taw." TryCardui.

...

1

All Druggists
I. W

WSRE THEY WORTH IT?

Sunday morning.
Presiding Elder,
Rev. Jones preached in the morning,
After the dinner had been spread and
partaken of, the Missionary program
was rendered, at the close of which
Rev. Jones and Rev. Crawford con-- !
ducted the conference.
Mrs. Isler and Rome went south of,
Ragland Monday and returned with a
load of peaches, which are in abund-- !
ance at that place.
Conley Gann bought a car from J.
R. Burnett last week.
Dallas Johnson accompanied Earl
Coney to Clovis Tuesday.
Foster Scott killed a mutton last!

TT

untu sararaay Niehl

week.
Mr. and Mrs. Pipkin of Claud were

into the kitchen

Arthur

j

We offer
The prices below will prevail.
you quality together with price a combination hard to beat.

viewing the cap rock the first of the
week.

The New Hope Singing Class met1
Sunday night at the home of T. W.
Duvidson, and the Blair class at the
home of F. M. Blair.
The threshers are still busily
The rain has done some damage to the wheat stacks.
L. M. Boney bought another new
true'; la:t week.
Mrs. Jessie Dunn is quite sick this
hum--min-

I

week.

PLEASANT HILL ITEMS

CAMERON NEWS

with his eyes
a dish of jam

tarts.
"What are you doing here?" she
.

On nrcoutu of the scarcity of labor
school was suspended for this week.
Most of the croog will be harvested
by the last of the week and school
will soon be running full force,
Ray Ikingatu went to El Paso Fri-

pail Compound f n
pound pjiil (Visco fuiCudahy Hex lams, per muikI
Nwil't I'rciniuni Hams, per pound
Swift Premium Hacou, ly strip pound
Armour's Star Macon, by strip pound
Cudaliy l'ionccr Oxford Baron, per pound
Moses5 licst Flour, per !)S II. Ia
Moses' Best Flour, per 48 lb.
Cane Suar. !) pounds for
Nice Colorado Spuds, per cu t

i' pound
(

Hauling

wheat

"ocen in steady progress

ing.

55c
35c
$6.15
$3.10
$1.00
$3.35
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00

pounds Colorado Spuds for
pounds Bradley Yam Sweet Spuds for
21 liars Swift's Wliite Soap for
:!" pound sack I'earl Meal for
2,ó size litis Angeles Tomatoes, per can
No. 1 size l'ink Salmon, per c;ln
No. 2 size Bee Brand Karly .lime lV;is,
Lirtre package National Oals for

Have just unloaded

UO.OOi)

for

20c
20c
35c
30c

pounds of nice :;uio ;md Y..rk Imperia apples

all nice size and well colored, per

Carl Wilkinion finished thivrhivg
w.ik, after being
ra 'lied out.
Grandpa and Grandma Hungate
and Mr. und Mrs. Burbery. relatives!
of the Hungatis and Colwelis, of this1
community, who have been spending
a summer vacation here are intending
to return to their homes at .Summer- -'
villi!, Kansas, this week.
Several of the young folks are
planning on goin to Claud Saturday
night to hear tho musical entertain-- 1
ment.

material and workmanship.

We make your old shoes look
like new.

Wiedmann's
SOUTH MAIN STREET

GOc

ImhIk-I-

.

. $1.00

til i.i week.

We have expert workmen and
can do your shoe repairing on
short notice. We use the best

Shoe Repairing A Specialty

42c

27
22

Eugene Gallagher is having more
trouble with his throat this week. He
thinks the trouble is due to his tonsils.
Emery Colwi II left Sunday for Albuquerque, where he will be enrolled
at the Stvte Univi r.ity this week.
Clifford Gallagher will return to
the University at Albuquerque next
S imla;', where he will enroll for his
third year's work.
Frank Hermis pive an ice cream
social ami dance at his home Saturday
night of lail week. All enjoyed the
ev.iiing's enti'r'.s.irment.
Mrs. Philip K.iy.i h; reported on the
sick li'l this Week.
Churlis Clark is drlllng his wheat

s

SHOE STORE

$2.35
$2.25
37c

-

1

day of last week, where he is employed by the street car company.
Mrs. Hungntc left Sunday to muke
her home in the city of El Paso.
Week ago last Sunday, Paul Spearman and Ruth Melugin were united
in marriage at Farwell.
They were
chivuraied after church in tho even-

to Hereford has
by many of
"I was just thinking, mother," re- the farmers here for the past two
weeks.
plied the youngster.
Lillio Gann visited Saturday with
"Thinking?
I hope you haven't
Maud Davis.
touched those tarts."
Mrs. Mida Woods and Mrs. Ethel
"That's what I was thinking
about," came the truthful answer. "I Frost went to Ragland to get fruit
was thinking whether they were good the first of the week.
FOURTH CLASS POST- Mrs. Helsley and Clesta, called on
enough to be whipped for."
MASTER EXAMINATION
Mrs, Cameron Monday'.
A large attendance at New, Hope
Jnh Printing; nt the News Office.
The United Seues Civil
Commission h is renounced an examnilMl.wi ination to be held at Clovis, N. M., on
tiirilMll
October 25, 1019. as a resui. of which
it is expected to make eertil';:iit'.c n to
fill a contcmplati d vacsp.y n ;hc
postmaster at
position of fourlh-clarClaud, N. M., and other vacancies us
they may occur nt that office, unless
of
it shall bo decided in the
the service to (ill any vacancy by rc- instatement.
The compensation of
the postmaster ut this of lice was
$194.00 for the last fiscal year.
Applicants must have reached their
twenty-firs- t
birthday on the date of
the examination, with the exception
that in a state where women are declared by statute to be full age for all
purposes at eighteen years, women
eighteen years of age on the date of
the examination will be admitted.
Applicants must reside within the
territory supplied by the post office
for which the examination is announced.
The examination is open to all citizens of the United States who can
comply with the requirements.
Application blanks, Form 1753,
and full information concerning the
requirements of the examination can
.
be secured from the postmaster at
the place of vacancy or from the
United States Civil Service Commission, Washington, P. C.
Applications should be properly executed und filed with the Commission
at Washington, I). C, at the earliest
practicable date.
asked.

Grocery & Meat Bargains

Take advantage of these good prices by buying a
ñ
full month's supply of groceries

j

stand-

a

OCTOBER 4th

'

his wheat crap this

When mother went
she found
ing before the table
fixed thoughtfully on

! C

n

If woman knows that you havo
sense enough to admire her, the betting is that she'll have sense enough
to admire you.
It it the man who isn't known ten
feet away from his front gate who
likes to strut and act like he had the
world on hli shoulders and was afraid
it would slip off.

Chase A: Saiiliorn Seal Brand Coffee per pound (in,-- :; p,,u,1(
i 70.
IIS
pound tins for f'J.Ml. After usiuir one pound of
!r;nid Coffee, if Voii
are not entirely satisfied return us 1lie empty iMi and we will refund
vUP
inouev.
1

.")

S-.-

FRESH MEAT SPECIALS
Plate Rib
Roast per lb.

Round or Loin
Steak per lb.

15c

30c

Shoulder
Roast per lb.
20c

A. B. Austin
122 North Main
Fone 49
i

u-- -t4-

Brisket
Roast per lb.
16c

&. Co.

"The Price is the Thing"

222 South Main
Fone 52

3

f

vaccines and other dope that can be three
proof, to istablish claim to
injected into our children. We know
the land al,ve detcrihed, before W.
that the "modern health crusade" will JCunen, C. S. Commissioner, in hit
result in nothing but good in e'.ery
"flic
at Clevis, N. M., on the 11th
IN THE SCHOOLS case. We are not so sure of the reday of November, l'Jl'J.
sults of the vaccines. New Mexico
Claimant names as witnetses: SamIturalist.
uel Stewart, of St. Vrain,
N. M., Rot-c- )e
One of the most sensible move-minArnspiKer, of St. Vrain, N. M.
THE KAISER ONCE SAID
Wi K. Mills, of
in health propaganda is that of
Havener. N. M.
the "modern health crusade" among
"There is but one master in this "alph Arnspippr, of Havener, N. M.
W. R. McGILL,
Register.
children, now being extensively in- country; it is I, and I will tolerate
no
other.
in New
Mexico
public
troduced
"Looking upon myself as tho inNO REASON FOR
schools by the State Public Health asIT
strument
of
the
Lord,
regardless
of
undertaking
This
was
sociation.
the vlcwt and opiniont of the hour, I Wh " Clovl,
launched last year in the AlbuquerCitiwni Show a Way- que public schools and proved in- go on my way.
"Who onposes me I shall crush to
stantly successful, in arousing interThere can ho no reason why any
est of tho children and in reaching pieces. All of you have only one will, reader of
this who suficrs tho tor-tuwith that influence, into the homes. and that is my will; there is only
of an aching back, the annoylaw
one
is
and
my
that
law."
It is a very practical form of common
ance of urinary disorders,
tho pains
sense health instruction, in which
and danger of kidney ills
marriage
Before
ho
will fail to
tells
her
that
children are interested in a kind of
'
,h,!
w,,ri's of a neighbor who
competitive activity in clean hands, he isn't worthy of her. And after Jhns found
relief. R(.n,l what a Clovis
clean bodies, clean teeth, fresh air, marriage he does all he can to prove citizen suya:
It.
deep breathing, erect posture, healthMrs. Job,, v. Fsh,,ri C08 w
ot(,ro
ful exercise, and in general the clean
Ave say,; "I
suffered
(First
with
published
an
awful
October
2,
1910)
influpowerful
so
an
bodies that are
weakness in my buck nnd felt misor-B,d- c
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ence toward clean minds. The moveMy kidneys were
weak and
ment is free of all tho
caused me much annoyance, and'
Department of the Interior, U. S. many
medical propaganda of the day. It is
times I was troubled with swell-"not a treatment, it is a training. It i.i Land Office at Fort Sumner, New
of my hands and feet. Diw.y
taking hold generally throughout the! Mexico, September 27th, 1919.
spells were common and
flashes and
Notice la hereby given that Leslie 'Pecks
schools of the state and it merits
came before my eyes, blurring;
Cooper, of Clovis, N. M., who, on my sight.
every encouragement.
I wat II run down when
We regard this effort to train chil- May 17th, 1915, made Homestead "
began taking Doan't Kidney
Pilla.
dren in personal cleanliness and in Entry, No. 012019, for E'4 SE'4, They
quickly relieved me and before-lonthe simple rules of healthful living at Section 83, Township 4 N,, Rango
removed the trouble."
an infinitely greater protection and 34 E.( N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
60c at all dealer
of infinitely greater value than the notice of intention to make Final Co., Mfgri.,
Buxalo,
ar

ts

I

Fotter-Mllbur-

N. Y.

i
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CLOVIS

What She Has and What She Offers

ii Save Money

(introduction)

On Your Clmrfrriaa

(By R. Kenneth Evans- -

utilities to provide all the modern
conveniences
that could possibly be
The city of Clovis 8 today facing
i
"
'
kept.
The
supply is adequate
water
,
a period of growth anil development
'
'
'
''
.,.
.
Th(x di aired. 'I he public utilities of the
unprecedented in its history.
:
;
i ....14
'
!
:....
f.
.frY
Luther Lynn lias recently formed n partnership
r.r.d developmer.1 i, cily are iminicirnlly owned and well
period (if
I). V. Myers in the grocery business on (irand.
with
an.l
of
óti'J
the
pure.t,
com!::: from
a substuntial one fixe from booms
and boom methods. It is the natural feet beneath the surface and free
Avenue at the McFarlin Old Stand.
'
"l
An
X
U
development of this vast field of un- from all surface contamination.
developed resources which have been adequate lire department protects
We will' carry a complete line at all times and will
:
lying dormant, waiting for the hand life and property from conflagration
-t
light
and
the
plant,
electric
also
sell strictly for cash. In doing this we art; going to
of man to loosen them to the world.
This, tho wide awake citizenship of operated by the city, furnishes ample
save grocery buyers about ten per cent or better on
I
Clovis is doing and in so doing, the power and lighting facilities. An extheir grocery bills. Don't you think this saving is
eyes of the entire Southwest is cen- tensive sewerage system, modern In
f
respect,
is
every
which
maintained,
tered on this locality. There is not
worth while ?
is not going to be our policy to offer
a day passes but that some substan- eliminates danger from epidemics beto
get
special
baits
you to trade at our store, but we
tial plans for improvement are made. cause of improper sanitary conditions.
These plans are not the hullieinntion
are going to give you a special saving on your patronThe city has excellent railroad
of a brain insanely stimulated by a
age at all times, tl.at will make you want to come
midden acquision of wealth or the facilities, being a division point for
back
again after you have once tried our plan.
anticipation of sudden wealth, but the Santa Fe, with one of the most
is the natural climax of years of important trunk lines of that system
activity, natural geographical loca- passing through it, over which the
"We will buy your produce for cash and save you
- i
.
.
j
l
tion and opportunities that are of- more extensive transcontinental fruit
money on your groceries every day in the year.
A CUr.TlY COUNTY FEED CROP
fered here for success in almost every shipments in the United States are
walk of life.
Try us.
made. The Santa Fo investment in
The row crops in Curry County are immense this year. Much of
Clovis is founded on a substantial Clovis alone is more than a million
this feed is already in the shock and it is all being cut now as fast as
basis. Its citizenship in the commer- dollars and provides a payroll for the
the binders will run.
cial world are a class of men who city of more than $100,000 per
of
adversity
have withstood periods
month. The equipment includes a
with a determination to win, its busi- round house, machine shops, car re anil plans are now being completed that will grow and develop in the temness institutions are all founded on pair shops, atations for both freight f of the erection of as many more this perate zone. This land can be secured
These and passenger service, the Gran Qui- - fall and spring with the securing of in price anywhere from $10 per acre
a substantial foundation.
Institutions arc not the product of vira hotel one of the excellent llar-- 1 help to carry the work through to to $"0 for the more Improved lands.
the Itenerant who has but drifted in vey House variety and everything completion. At this time the largest For the agriculturist who comes to
to reap the benefits of a temporary provided for passenger and freight' theatre in the state is in process of Curry County with the determinatWest Grand Avenue
McFarlin Old Stand
boom for the city. They are con- - traffic. The railroads provide a direct construction, which will provide a ion to work and live will find that he
'seating
can
capacity for more than 1000.
purchase this land and the first
trolled by men who live here and who line to Kansas City and Chicago and
have grown up with the city, using other eastern points and to the coart There is not a vacant house In the year's crop will return his initial intheir influence to punh the city ahead on the west. To Plainview, Sweet- - city and building lots are available at vestment and leave his land increased
tep by step in her advancement un-- j water and the Gulf on the aoutn and reasonable prices for those who wish in value.
UNIVERSITY OPENS
man
lam li.
1Ui.iiiiw,
There is also great opportunities
the Tecos valley on the to build. There is a vast field open
til today Clovis stands in the
mercial world with an enviable repu- - southwest. The city has access to all here for the capitalist who wishes to in the sheep raising industry, cattle
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 30.
DuiM nomcs lor rental purposes ana raising and the raising of hogs. In Since August 1st, when he took
this would be one of the safest of fact there is opportunity
here for active charge of University affairs,
safe investments with the growth and any man willing to work and Dr. David S. Hill, now president of
a class of citizenship who will wel- (Tie University of New Mexico, has
development of the city.
The financial conditions of Clovis, come the immigrant to their midst beert carrying out a vigourous reft
Curry County and this entire terri- and do everything in their power to organization in every department of
.
, "' Of V ,
tory are better than ever before. The make their advent a period of 'suc- the University. As a result he has
' f 1,'
, .,
l
V
three banks of the city have mors cess and profit.
'
.('
the institution in perfect running
ti..'i
:.;'
.i
It is to show these conditions In order, and every department was
than a million anil a half dollars on
deposit, all moi.ey brought in from their entirety that the News has in- ready fo efficient work for the open-da- y
production in this section,
on Wednesday, October 1st. The
ih.s is augurated this industrial campaign.
abuut 100 per cent increase ovir any Each week for the next fifteen weeks Board of Regents has given Dr. Hill
year in the previous history of the a thorough exploitation of some one very wide authority in administrative
city. This di posit does not represinl pliase of these extensive opportunities matters, and he has been successful
íí V
all the money to come from the crop will be made. An extensive circula- in securing a number of very able
r!-V- ll i J - " t
.J ft
products raised this year, as at this tion will be made to pet the papers men in addition to the faculty.
A BIG FIELD OF WHEAT
time these crops have not all been into ihe hands of those outside for
The University equipment also is
harvested.
the purpose of making Ihem acquaint in better shape than ever before. The
per acre thir year,
Wheat in Curry County averaged 0
The merchants of the city all cr.rry ed with conditions here. The state new engineering building is practicnumber of yields made over 40 bu.-- els per acre and in one or two
extensive lines of up to date mer- ments contained in this series of
ally completed, and (there has been a
stances .10 bushels has been reported,
articles are all based strictly general remodeling of tho adminischandise and olmojt every line of
They report on tacti and secured alter an ex tration building. The dormitories albusiness is represented.
tation as being one of the livest and markets both north, south, oast and their businets has increased more haustive investigation into conditions so have been enlarged and refinished
most exteusive commercial centers in wvM.
than 100 per cent this year over as they actually exist.
throughout.
The organic w'i'i of the Channel any previous year and this in the face
It is due to the merchants who ac
the great Southwest.
The enrollment is already consider"The Light of Western Stars" with
To the homemaker Clovis offers un- of Commerce ,.'odes an oi irvnz
of the fact that Clov'S boasts of corded their support extensively to ably larger than two years ago before
which will be the neculus from enough up to date business houses to this as to every meritorious effort the war called into active service Dustin Faium from Zane Grey's
The forces
limited opportunities.
which make fon a good living are which all operation for the develop- supply a city twice its size. The mer- that comes up in the city that the practically all the young men enrolled most popular novel is the feature at
uch as to make this a desirable place ment of resources of this section will chants report that the next three News is able to carry out this cam- in the institution. One of the grati- the Lyceum Theatre Saturday night.
This organization is com months business promise" to be even paign which the publisher hopes to fying features of this year's enroll- Lovers of the stories by Zane Grey
in vhich to live. The city is a city eminate.
of churches and good moral sur- posed of the live wire business firms more extensive and they have pro- make one of the most constructive ment, Dr. Hill announced today, Is not only have the opportunity of seeEverything is done to of the city and great plans are now vided for this condition with exten- that has ever been inaugurated in that nearly every undergraduate who ing one of the best novels but also of
roundings.
this section.
provide good clean amusement fori in the process of development, among sive holiday stocks of goods..
enlisted for the university for active seeing one of the screen's most popSee the merchants ads and write-up- s military duty has
The agriculturist who comes to
lie scnooi wnicn are me niring 01 a pa hi com
the Uni- ular stars act the leading part. Satthe growing generations.
urday night, October 4th, at the Lyin connection with this publicity versity for the coming year.
facilities are the best to be secured mercial secretary, the issuing of of the greatest fields open in Curry
ceum. Come early.
anywhere with the high school and $200,000 bonds for building a hard; County that can be found anywhere on other pages of this paper.
its excellent equipment and the three surfaced road to the north; the plan-- i in the United States. Of more than
Doubt and fear mean failure; faith
ward schools. In this connection the ning of extensive trade extension u million and a half acres of land in GOOD FIELD OF INDIAN CORN
If you would be happy let the other
is an optimist, fear a pessimist.
follow do the worrying.
rural schools of Curry County rank trips and the general development of' the county only about ten per cent
(Farwell Tribune)
0f this land is under cultivation and
first in the state of New Mexico with all resources in this section.
With the exception of a fussy worn
The best field of Indian corn that an there is nothing on earth so dis
He is truly a shiftless man who ia
the consolidation plan which has been
The city is today facing a building i" per cent of it is tillable with a
worked out so successfully.
too lazy to shift for himself.
period. Iiuriiig the last six months strong sandy loam for a soil which hns been brought to our notice this agreeable as a fussy man.
The city provides ample public more than 101) homes were erected will grow and develop any products year is that of C. E. Dotson, south of
town'six miles. While good crops on
the Dotson farm is not an uncommon
occurence, this one stands out more
prominent than usual because of the
lack of cultivation.
Mr. Dotson tells us that this field
tvns never cultivated since planting
only harrowed once just after com-- j
ing up and the estimated yield is1
you had a large sum of monuliout 45 bushels to the acre.
There is a reasonable good stand
ey to deposit, would you select a
and almost every stalk has two well
developed ears on it.
conservative or over-- l i b c r i: 1
The secret of this remarkable yield
with practically no cultivation, is that
Dank?
the land underwent thorough cultivation and preparation before the. crop
V 1
was planted,
Mr. 'Dotson's forage crops and the
other row crops are also fine and it
looks as though he had enough millet
in the stack to winter all the cattle in
the Tanhandle.
Mr. Dotson began farming about
:. u
eight years ago, starting with 1C0
acres, but has added to his holdings
until he now owns more than 1200
acres. His first purchases have more
thnn doubled in value, and yet, people
will hesitato and wonder, if farming
really pays in this country.
'
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Spot Cash Grocery
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The reason why a girl isn't too
modest to climb over a fence when
there aro men looking is because she
would have more modesty if her legs
were not built as well as they are.

CURRY COUNTY'S COURT HOUSE

Curry County has

t

very substantial court house but in a few years the county will have outgrown Its
or an addition, will be needed. Since the District Judge is located at
pusinew Is transacted here.

irfple of justice until a new one,

floyij puch

mors

Once upon a time a man lived up
to his wife's Ideals. But he died the
day he was married.

It is the people who lack love who
'
find it so hard to forgive.

Clovis National
Bank v

In point of strength, wc stand
first.

THE CLOVIS NEWS,

HOUSE OF FOES

Are Asking the Privileges of a Home

ARRIES

Baptists Are Providing For That Many at Present in Fifteen Institutions

LEAGUE

The 75
But as Many More Are Waiting For Admission
Million Campaign Plans to Mr.t That Need.

HIS
OF

j

5- -

BATTLE
NATIONS

FOR
INTO

HOME OF HIS ENEMIES.

GIVES COST

--

CF GREAT WAR

informs Them of Live and Treasure
Poured Out to Gave
Civilization.

'

'

te?

(By Mt. Clemens News Bureau)
I

President Wilson's Special
.lain Currying his war against tho:.e
who oppose the adoption by tho United States of the peace treaty aní the
1
f
covenant of the League of Nations in
to their households, President JVUsou
last week Invadod California.
And there, where the question ot
which league opponents have bum
me red the hariluBt, that of Shun Tung-- ib
'
7, Tr
J
I í
,
,
of most Interes., the president found
the eamo enthusiasm among the peo
plo tor peace and for Insurance
against future wars. The people want
tho long controversy ended. Thoy
want thla country to be able to atili
turn Its undivided attention to social,
jconomlo and Industrial development
Their leaders may not fool this way
A Croup of Boy
and Girli in the Tennessee Baptist Orphans Home near
but Judging from tho expression-- :
Nashville who are being cared for and trained for useful lives.
which met the pronldcnt on every side
The leaders have overstepped thi;
Does your heart go out to the high nchool. This work In the school limits of the peopies patience 1n their
worthy hoy and girl bereft by the room is supplemented, however, with stubborn determination to force a
rlm Reaper of father and mother, I tactical training along Industrial and change in the great document.
sntf loft alone In the world without other lines.For instance, the boys
Must Take Thla League.
the fostering tare of those to whom a'e given courses in practical farm
work
on farms which have been purthey are naturally most dear In the
"We must take this League ot Nachased and are operated by the hom-'s- ,
world?
tions," said the president, "tor there
Then you will understand why livestock production, carpentering, tin is no way In which anoiher can 1
Southern Baptists have established work, plumbing, laundrying, and the obtained without compelling recon.
orphanages in fifteen states, are car- like, as well as courses In business slderation by the powers. And 1'.
ing for 5,000 such children In those for those who show special adapta- w ouid sit very ill upon my stomach tu
homes and training them for useful tion for that line of work.
Uke It back to Germany tor consideraThe school room work for the girls tion."
lives in the world.
But the need Is far greater than the Is supplemented with the study of mu"All over the world people are look
ability of these institutions to meat sic, domestic science, stenography and
to us with confidence our rival
tt. While five thousand children are the like. Large attention is given to lot with
along
the weaker nations. I pray
feeing cared for in these orphans
the religious life of the children, also,
,
God that the gentlemen who are dethere are on the waiting list of. these and this Is given emphasis In thi
laying this thing may presently tee tt
institutions fully five thousand ntore dally chapel services, and in the Suna different lleht"
In
equally worthy, fatherless and moth- day School and preaching services on
Germany, the president declared, Is
erless boys and girls who want the the Sabbath
delay in
privileges which these orphanages afThe orphan children respond readily taking new courage from our
ford but which must be denied thsei to the opportunities and privileges af- ratifying the treaty and ber news
befor the present becanre there Is no forded them and there have gone out papen and publlo men were again
loom with which to shelter more of from these Institutions a number of coming arrogantly
Deeply Impressive were the figurón
the most useful men and women In
them.
,
So when the Baptist ÍR Million Cam- the various states. While taking pride of the cost ot the lato war, In lives
paign was launched lor the enlarge- In the accomplishments of the boys and dollars. It was tho first time that
ment of the work of the denomination and girls who are In the homes nt the official statistics have been made
along generul lines in an effort tj present, as well as those who have public- and the tremendous totaU
nvet growing spiritual needs in the gone out from there to make their own shocked tho president's audiences.
homeland and throughout the world, way In the world, the superintendent
Shows Cost of World War.
and teachers ale saddened by the fact
.the sum of $ l,ino,'M)ii wan apportion
"Tho war." Bald President Wilson,
to the orphanages, this sum to cover that there are so many other helpless
a program of five years, ns the
children who ought to be aided but cost Croat Britain tnd and her IK
sought In the campaign will be can not he by re.ison of the limita- mitins $38,000,000,0(10
Franco $20,'J"0,.
pledges tions of the homes
000,000; thu United
States
raised in rush and
enlargements are necessary for ail
during Victory Week, November ;)
Itussla $18,000,000,000; Italy
of the fifteen orphanages fostered by $1.1,000,000,000
December 7.
and a total, Including
In tin homes that have been pro- Southern Baptists which are located tho expenditures ot Japan, Ieli;lu:n
Alabama, Ar- and other small countries, ot
vided for the orphans facilities are in the iollowlng states:
provided for giving regular schooling kansas, Florida, (eorgla, Illinois, KenLouisiana. Mississippi, Misof the same character Hint Is afforded tucky,
"It cost the Central Powers as folCarolina, Oklahoma. lows: Cenr.any $;)'j,000,0no.o00 ;
In the public schools, beginning wl'.n souri, North
the kindergarten and continuing to South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and
$21,000,000,u00; Turkey
the tenth and eleventh grades In the Virginia.
and Iiuigaria $3,000,000,000.
"The United States," the president
said, "spent one million dollars an
yoars In
In the South without a single Baptl, hour night und day for two
strugslo to save civilization. All
13 MILLION WHITE
church or meeting house, It has beet its
this, however, fades Into Insigniascertained by the catnpaign head
by
tho
deaths
ficance when
quarters. By reason of the large nutn
declared
are considered,"
bafle
i
SAVED her of public officials residing there the president, Russia gave 1,.
and the large number of people wht 700,000 men; Germany 1,000,000;
go there from every section of th Franco 1,380,000; Great Hrlfiln
;
county to attend the sessions of thí
Italy 364,000; tho United States
THIS 18 ONE OF THE PRESSING various courts, pay their taxes at
60,?00. In all, almost 7,500.000 men
STATE MISSION PROBLEMS
the like It Is regarded that the county-sea- perished In tho jrcat struggle, or
M
dh'd In
towns are of especial Importance 1,500,000 more men
IN THE SOUTHLAND.
and it is hoped thai before the next the wan of tho previous 100 yens.
five years have passed there will bt
Should Remember Recent Horrors.
THE SITUATION IS OUTLINED an active Baptist church In every
"Thesr aro t?rr!lo fnetn, and W(
county-sea- t
in the South.
forget them. We went
Engaged In the work of state mis- ought never to
war to tfo a thing tht.t war
this
into
present
lii'M
nt
are
sions
missionaries,
Baptist 75 Million Campaign Has Ap
world and what I
and while this may seem like u reason- fundamental for the
.
e . . fnr. nnn
n - &mr
Journey fer is
on
out
this
come
ave
poruonca
?i!,uuu,uuu 10 sc
able number, when the vast territory
the, cnitn'ry has
I
ployed During the Next Five
to be .se.rvci', Is considered it has been tu determine whether
'
found that fully l.ouu extra men and forgotten or not. I have fi.und out
Years in Meeting Need,
It
women are needed at once, fur In ad T!io country has not 'or:;r:t' n
any
who
stands
never
will
permit
Within the eighteen- states compris dilion to renching the people who lire
way of tho fulfillment of our
uig the territory of the Southern liap not christians there are miiny weak, in the
sorlist convention are 13,ui)u,(n0 white struggling churches which need assist-kne- Brent pledges, ever to forget the
and whose members need devel- rowful day ho made Ihn attempt."
people who are not only not idevtifiee
Arbitration and dftcusslon, tho preswith any church, but who do not claiic opment. In the nevera! stales of the
ident pointed out, must replace force
to he christians, oci ordlng to Informa-- Southern Baptist convention, for
tier, gathered by the Baptist 75 Mil stance, there are 9,000 churches with of arms In Vie settlement of world
Constantly he dwells
lion Campaign. To try and reach these a membership of many thousand which controversies.
people with the' gospel is one of th give but very little to any Interest of upon the tuct that all tho nations In
'
aims of the campaign and to meet the the denomination and which are doing the League agree to do one ot two
problem the state mission orgauiza but very small things for the uplift of things, first to submit their differences
to arbitration, In which case they
tion In the various states will sel their communities.
In addition to these very weak agree to abide by the decision renthemselves. To help these organiza
tions In meeting that problem the sun churches, many of which have no pas- dered, or, it unwilling to arbitrate, to
tor, there are in the various states a have their case discussed, by the Counof $11,000,000 has been apportioned
horn the total of $75,000,00(1 that li total of 19,688 churches which have cil ot the League, In which case six
sought for all purposes, and during the preaching services only once a month, months li (ranted tor discussion.
next five years the state missloc 3,000 churches which have services Three months must elapse following
torces will seek to reach these mil only once a month, and only about the result of thla last step in arbitraHons of people right here at home with 2,200 full time churches. I 'art cf the tion before the nation concerned can
the gospel and enlist them In no nit $11,000,000 apportioned for state mis- declare war.
sions will go to the strengthening of
phase of christian work.
Holds Out Hope for Ireland.
According to this same source of In the weak churches and the bringing of
pastorates where
formation, It is learned that there arc them to
The president took advantage of
J..'191 towns and villages In the Soutt possible.
questions propounded by the San FranLeaders In the campaign have cisco Labor Council to give the Inferwith a population of 200 or more lr
which there are no Uaptist church or nought to care for every Interest of ence that he belloviy Irolund can bring
ganlzations or no Uuptltu houses ol the denomination in the $75,000,000 ber case before the League of Nations
r
worship. Inasmuch as these towns In Hint Is asked In cash and
for sottlemont when the League Is
fluent e more or less tli surroundinj pledges during Victory .Week. Novem- actually In existence.
7, when the final
territory an effort will Ik- made tc ber
Shan Tung, he doclared, will be rereach them and the territory sur drive will be made, but they recognize
to China. Japan, he said, bad
rounding them during the flveyeai that the future development of the turned
given her solemn pledge to that effect.
great
a
In
church
depends
measure
jrog ram of the Baptists, It is an
League-o- t
Nations In
upon the development of the churches And with the
Bounced.
president,
said
the
(orce,
wt can, It
county seat at home which li the peculiar task of
There are seventy-fouoccasion arise, stand forth and Mr
state missions.
"This shall bo done."

They Are Your Neighbors
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5,000 Helpless Orphans in South

Í
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These folks are your neighbors. They work for the
telephone company. They are regular people, just
like you, your friends and family.

s

They eat food, wear clothes, live in houses, talk,
laugh, sing, cry, get peevish (and get over it), enjoy
the movies and home-mad- e
pies, just like you.
These folks are trying hard to give you the best telephone service in the world. They take pride in their
work and in their company; but, sometimes, when
they hear you complaining about paying; a few dollars
a year for telephone service they become worried and
wonder how they are going to make ends meet-r-fothey know their wages depend on what you pay for
your telephone.
r

Sometimes some of you forget that the telephone
company is made up of folks who are just like you.

,.

The more loyal support you give the telephone the

better service

it can give you.

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph
Company .

1
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The Russian a Child.
When there is a temptation to think
of (lie ItUHslim ns subtle or complex,
when there Is dunyrr of lielng out faced
by the brlcht clothes of his modernity,
hi governments, his music, his painting nil his great slniKKle to express
himself It will be well to remember
that this Is only the other side of his
overpowering honesty and terrible
nnlvete. All the other peoples In the
world have become sophlslleateil. The
Ittissinn remains still n child, still hoping nnd bellcvlnu. haunted hy shadows
and fenrs, and brave enouch und simple ennuch always to eonfess them.
Ralph J. Block In New York Tribune.
Don't Worry, Work.
In spite of nil that hus been written
on the subject, there are still persons
vho will forget that It Is worry nnd
not work that kills. The person who

works slrnlcht alone Is the one that
wins In the end, nnd If they refuse to
worry iihout It while iloliu; It they will
not be hnlf ns tired after ten or twelve
hours II H the person who Is constiintlv
tliinhlti'.' about II. Worrying about II
Cis"liMites n seeimd line of work and
Ihe worrier Is working double all the
time. Hurrying to finish us soon ns
possible Is another rutin- of the tired
workers' troubles, nnd frequently Ihcj
cconudlsl' nothing but tired nurves.

NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
OF ADMINISTRATRIX
In the Probutf Court of Curry County, New Mexico.
In the mutter of the estate of Frank

unto set my hand r.nd affixed the seal
of said court, this the 13th day of
September, 1919.
(Seal)
W. C. ZERWER,
County Clerk and
Clerk of
the Probate Court.

J. Kvans, deceased.
What the average grumbler wants

No. 2Ü3.

Notice is hereby given that on the
12th day of September, 1919, Maude
C. Evans, whose business and
e
address is Clovis, New Mexico,
was duly appointed administratrix of
tho estate of Frank J. Evans, deceased, by the Probate Court of Cur
ry County, New Mexico, and that she
is now tho duly quuliflcd and acting
administratrix of said estate.
Notice is further given that all per
sons who have claims against said
estate arc required to present the
sr.me to the said administratrix within the time prescribed by law.
In witness whereof, I have here

is somebody to make the world hap

pier for him.

post-offic-

A success is a man who has stuck
to one job long enough to do it well.

Every man admits that he ought to
make the most of what he baa, but
most of us insist on wanting more to
'
make the most of.
Don't bet on a sure thinfr. If the
other fellow is willing to bet against
it, it isn't a sure thinfr.

If its news Tho News wants it.
Phone us. No. 97.

I

-

Knights Not All Noble.
Not nil hnlghls belonged to the sublime order of chivalry. The piiges of
history tell or wild robber knights:,
Who came out of tlielr iiiountnln rustles to loot monasteries mid rob the
merrhunls who passed with thvlr wares
from town to town. Strange legends
nre woven about the rnreers of Home
of fhese fiery nmrnuders. It Is snld
that one of them, with the easy and
comfortable name of Thednl
von Wnllmoden,
was In the
habit of using Sntan himself for a
steed when he rode out with predatory
Intent. A grltn contrast wns this clnss
to the splendid youths who buckled
on their swords In the cause of religion and, right

THE

There are more than 3,000,000 Ford cars in
daily service throughout the worlj, and fully
eighty percent of these arc Ford Touring Cars.
There are many reasons for this, not the least of
which is the simplicity in the design of the car,
so easy to understand; likewise it is easy to
operate; and mighty inexpensive compared to
other motor cars. On the farm, in the city, for
business and for family pleasure, it is the car of
the people, nnd the demand is increasing every
day. Let us have your order promptly if you
want one.

Unver-ferde-

Bella Famed In History,
Spain the famous hell In the
church of St. Nicholas nt Velllln In
Arngnn only rings nt times of publli
calamity. The lells of Chlnn, which
are usually of great size, nre hung In
towers nnd nre used for denoting the
Ave
wntehes of the night. The
"Jncnnellne" of Notro Tume, I'nrlM,
one of the sweetest-tonobells In tho
world, Is used only on great holidays
on necount of Its age, having been cast
in 1400. In Venice the
;irch leading from tho sipture of St,
Marks to the Illulto Is crowned by
a bell with a bronr.o Vulcan standing
These Rtutue
in each side of It.
strike the bell ivur by hour with
maces,
.... - . .

Jones & Lindley

Tn

d

UNIVERSAL CAR

,

AGENTS

Operating Highway Garage
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Stock Advances From Ten Cents To
Per Share
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These demcull the
POULTRY CULLING DEMONSTRATION GREAT SUCCESS onstratiom were given at Enterprise,
I'hasant Hill, Moye, Prairie Valley
and Clovis, this work was done nearly
(From Farm Bureau News.)
a month ago and wc have had plenty
Prof. R. B. Thompson, poultry-mant the State College. N. M., was in of time to note the results.
Mrs. J. I. Meador of Enterprise had
Curry County the 4th, nth and (1th
of September, culling poultry flocks about 70 hen out of which Professor
and giving demonstrations on how to Thompson culled 41. Mrs. Meador
reports that these culls produced only
two eggs per day, or in other words
Mrs. Meador hus been feeding 41 of
her hens which were producing
no returns at all. Mrs. J. D.
Hopper of Moye reports that out of
:tll hens culled from her flock of 80
she got four eggs in two weeks, while
the rest of the flock went on producing just as ninny eggs at she had been
,
getting before these 39 hens were
culled. She has sold her culls and
reimrta thi.t while there is a irrcat
keduction in the feed bill there has
been no change in the egg production.
.Mrs. A. J. Hodes of Clovis suys that
l;rr ciillii of about 20 liens produced
one egg while the n 4 of the flock
gi . n on producing j"-- ' a many e;:gá
mm fhv rot befne the culling wua
'ilnr.e. 'Ihis-- re.'.ill.i are truly grati
Wlicn some of llic
fying and they show beyond a doubt
dear ncs at liomc
that if tlie proper iiltrntinn in paid
to culling (locks in the fall that there
sick you want your preis absolutely no need of feeding a
script inns tilled iicelir-ntel- y
-'

taw
.

prac-ticull- y

i

Pre-

scriptions
ami

roinptly --

you' want just wliat

lie1

doctor prescribes, because you believe lie
knows iest.
When you bring a
li i
prescription to
drug store you get that
kind of service, for we
1

believe in accuracy and
promptness above every
tiling else especially
in tilling prescriptions.
You can always get
re f reslied at our .foun-

tain.

Southwestern

Drug Co
77i
Phono

B8-7- 1

Rexall Store
Clovis, N. M.

Ini'L'i'

lie I'll

III'

queriue to the Boys' and GirW Club every breed, and the matter of proencampment, where she learned some duction is simply with the individual,
valuable lessons in club work and
poultry keeping. The little girl's success was no doubt an incentative to
her mother, who from that time has
made a study of poultry, and today
she ran really be classed as an expert
poultry raiser. Prof. Thompson says
she has one of the best barred rock
poultry flocks in New Mexico.
The Curry County Farm Bureau is
proud of the results obtained along
this line, and we are also proud to
state that pure bred poultry in Curry
County has increased one hundred
per cent in the last two years. Let us
state again that there is absolutely
no necessity of keeping anything but
good producing hens which will yield
a profit to their owners. Prof. Thonip'
son says there is nothing in the state
nient that one breed of chickens is
any better producers than another.
There are good and bud stock in

3,
1,

territory.

SPECIALS

(ranulntcd Sugar
Shortening.

.

lbs. Jewel

$2.

Swifts cured Bacon, per lb.
Extra fine Dry Salt, per lb.
25 lbs. extra fine Sweet Potatoes
17 Mi lbs fine Corn Meal
48 lbs. Red Star Flour
24 lbs. Sunlight Flour
4 pounds Mexican Beans...,
1 lb. Maxwell House Coffee..'..
1 large size Post Toasties
1 box Faultless
Starch
1 lb. Arm & Hammer Soda

.

1.
1.

APPLES
Gano, York Imperial, Win
Buket 89c.

THINKER
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tele-cra-

Until SATURDAY Night
October 4th
0 lbs.

f, THE.

EFFORTS
GETS WHEAT RELEASED
(From Farm Bureau News.)
The embargo on wheat has been a
great disappointment to the farmers
in the north end of the County who
were unable to get their grain threshed and marketed curly in the season.
When word came that no more grain
could be shipped out, wo were almost
panic stricken, because thousands of
bushels were all ready to go into the
market and otl.r thousands were, being thrched every day.
This matter was taken up immediately by the Farm Bureau, the Elevator, and the Hanks and a joint
containing the signatures of the
Cloviii Mill and Elevator Company,
the Governor of New Mexico, the
Farm Bureau, the Ranks, and the
Comity Agent was sent to the Superintendent of the Federal Grain Cor
poration, explaining the conditions
which prevailed
in Curry County
with practically no storage for grain
and that if immediate relief were not
obtained that large quantities of
grain would be spoiled, resulting in
a heavy loss to the farmers of this

lf

every poultry owner of Curry County
would do this culling it would rettult
in a saving of thousands of dollurs
worth of feed each year while the
este nroduction would be the same If
not increased, because of the extra
attention one could give a few good
producing hens.
Mrs. C. H. DeLoiier Culi Own Flock
At Pleasant Hill a demonstration
was given at Mrs. DeLozier's home,
and Prof. Thompson examined every
one of her hens, and after he had
gone through the entire flock he said
there was not a cull in the bunch,
then Mrs. DcLozier told him that she
had done her own culling according
to tne direction given in the nine
nnints of DOUltl'V Culling.
Prnf. Thoninson said she had done
tho work as well as he could do himself. This goes to show that anyone
who will study these nine points
printed elsewhere in this Issue can
cull their own flocks, anil thus nave
nntllinir hut eood producing stock
which will pay for their keep and return a handsome profit to the owner,
wo r nleascd to stnte that Mrs.
DeLozier's daughter was a winner of
first prize in the poultry club two
years ago, and won a trip to aiou

and therefore it is necessary to cull
out the poor stock, no matter what
breed we may have.
At the County Agent's office is material on all phases of poultry production, which is free for any one
who desires it, either call and get
what you want or drop a card and it
will be mailed to you.

Sap, per

Bring your baskets and lay in your
supply oi groceries a nil appies during these four days of specials. Only
a few baskets left.
Yours lor business,

This action was certainly conducive
of good results because the Grain
Corporation advised us that we would
ibe the first on the list to receive con
sideration and in evidence of this
statement we are the first to have
grain released.
Ten car loads are
now being shipped out and we are
advised that th embargo for this ter
ritory at least will probably be raised
by the 6th of October.
At present only a certain amount
can be released at a time, so if furm
era do not rush their grain too rapid'
ly, the situation will be taken care of
all right. We feel highly elated over
this matter, because ' Curry County
is having grain released before any
other section in the Panhandle or
Oklahoma.

l
:

'.

BEN TU&PIN an.d MAQIE PREVOSt
Ml Uacle lorn without tne -- aDirt.'
"Uncle Tom. Without the Cabin."
Sounds
Mack Sennctt comedy.
like a great possibility for fun doesn't
it. You'll see Ben Turpin as Little
Eva and as Uncle Tom and how he
does cross his eyes as Eliza crosses
the ice. Ford Sterling as the rough
A

'I

V.

,

neck audience Charlie Conklin as
the most horrible Simon Legree you
ever beheld. You will sure enjoy this
comedy. Also showing Zane Grey's
popular story "The Light of Western
Stars" with Dustin Farnum, at the
Lyceum, Saturday night, Oct. 4th,

responded the fond parent, "Who
little boy?"
"Me."
Harold, aged nine, came home the
othei' day in a condition such as to
Cull out and prepare for maket all
cause perturbation to his mother.
"Good gracious!" exclaimed his fowls, old or young, which appear
&
mother. "How on earth, Harold, did weak, slow, or dull; fowls with droopd
you manage to get your clothes so ing "tails, rough plumage, or
heads; all scrubs except those
frightfully torn?"
Harold assumed a very virtuous air. which have laying points; all hens
Model Steam Laundry Building
It is all right to keep your eyes
"I tried to save a littl boy from which molt early; and all males
218 S. Mitchell
open but it is charity sometimes to getting licked," he explained.
thoso strong, vigorous, and of
A. Wilson, S. E. Wood, N. S. Sweeney cióse them to the faults of others.
"That was good of you, darling," a pure type desired for breeding.

The Fruit
Produce
Exchange

DISCOVERED

was the

crow-shape-

ex-ce- pt
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Bnilding Is On The Boom In Clovis

bill.

X

ALFALFA LUMBER CO.
W. B. CRAMER, Manager.
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one who has been an influential factor in the development

i
I

is E. 13.

NEW MEXICO

Mr. Eastham came to

FARM LOANS
Ruprennting iha T. E. Collins Investment Co
CLOVIS

to the various liir.s uf merchandise to carry and
prompt service and dollar for dollar value plan of operation

atiention

t

Company
We have plenty of money to take
care of all good farm loam and can
give you the tame quick service that
hat made our company popular with
the public.
MAIN

has enabled Mr. Eastham
ception the most extensive.
.

The Eastham store today is one of the most complete

from a standpoint of stock.

STREET, CLOVIS, N. MEX.

The extensive business and the

extensive buying connections of the store enables Mr. Eastwho purchase merchandise

means that those

which

from this store are always

sured of getting the purest and the best.

Our Stock Is Bigger and Better
Than Ever

I
I
I
I

as-

He handles

ex-

t4.4.4.4.

at

Í

Your Own

throughout

J. A. Latta Grocer Co., Inc.

-

Wholesale

Croceries, Flour Produce,
Grain and Feed.

understand

maintained

to all parts of the

of the day.

how to

We are enlarging our stock of merchandise and are now in

ar

CLOVIS

the best the market affords.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS ON MAIL ORDERS

Personally Mr. Eastham is a civic booster.

NEW MEXICO

Ho never

misses an opportunity to give his support to every undertaking which promises for the development of the resources

:

of this section.

Dr. C.

0.

Í!

WARRINER

mercial center.

t

BUILDING

com-

In fact he prides himself on the fact that he

is the oldest groceryman,

CHIROPRACTOR

WARRINER

He has lived in Clovis since the town was

but in infancy and was one of the real founders of this

! SUNLIGHT

The

Jways the best obtain-

able and assures those who trade here that they will get

suid smokers supplies.

in point of business age, in the

city and has lived and prospered in this section because of
the fact that he realized that there was a great field for

X

South Main

Phone

-

101

$

of satisfied

patrons

who depend

4t4.j

t

CLOVIS

t

from this store.

In Point of Strength We Stand First
Depository for the Government, State of New Mexico, Curry
County and the Santa Fe railroad.

Truly the Dank That Accomodate

for him to do otherwise and the congenial clerks employed

thit induttry here and thote

in-

In addition

1

and

stock of groceries

ww

Will
ji su
w s Ynil
it sii aNm
1

wool.

Pant
VVlll ÍT
X
X

THE SCHEURICH AGENCY
Extensive real estate opportunities in New Mexico and Western
Texas. We write insurance of all kinds including crop insurance.
Furnish abstracts of title and always have sufficient money on hand
to loan.
CLOVIS

nfw

MPYirn

Do It Electrically

The Easy Way

maintained in Clovit, rear of

X

Firtt National Bank Bldg.

f

Our extensive line of electriaal appliance and fixtures will ..o.
be installed in our new location, corner of Main and Monroe..
We
will carry th most extensive line to be found in New Mexico.
Will
.
. .
I

T

Call and visit us.

-

J. FRANK NEEL
.

H.OVIS

!
J
J

AiAA

a curb service for gasoline to automobiles and in fact has
one of the best regulated institutions in Clovis.

Offices

Paw
OlriKl
V WAS
A VI

On First Mortgages

and

-

-

Jl

!

t

meats handled by this store, Mr. Eastham also carries a
line of "notions and gasoline and motor oils. He maintains

buy and tell and produce

theep

to the extensive

Deposits $439,534.86
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

Mr. Eastham makes it a rule to never allow

and the immense stock of goods makes this an easy matter
to handle.

formation.

-

Capital $25,000.06
Surplus $28,000.00

In fact

There it a great field for

should call on ma for

$
X

a patron of the store to leave it dissatisfied if it is possible

interetted in the induttry

J

NEW MEXICO

upon this

many of the patrons of this store arc the same who started
eight years ago buying groceries and their sundry products

3 The Sheep Industry Is Growing In
New Mexico

The Home Manufactured Flour

The Clovis National Bank

store for their entire supply of grocery products.

'

Í

Clovis Mill & Elevator Co,

I

The popularity of the Eastham store is attested to by
the hundreds

NEW MEXICO

Í

t

-

J

As good a grade, milled from the same grade of wheat as Kan- T
and Minnesota flours and sold cheaper as the local consumer save
th transportation charge. Eatensive dealers in grain, feed and coal.

here.

113

Dry

city

In the meat department

get the best cuts from the meat.

meats handled by Mr. Eastham are

potition to supply the entire retail trade in the Clovit trade territory.
We are installing complete lines of groceriet, canned goodt, sundries

5

all hour

expert meat cutters are always employed who thoroughly

Hay

CLOVIS

ia

i

WE SELL FOR CASH

one time and have her merchandise

delivered directly to her home on short notice as excellent
delivery service

Profit I

o of

WHITING'S

place to trade for the reason that the housewife can call the
butcher and grocer

I

The popular siupping place of Cloru for variety goods,
goods and all lines of variety merchandise.

grocery store and this one feature makes this store a popular

NEW MEXICO

f

DODGE AND PAIGE AUTOMOBILES
Automobile supplies of all kinds, including repair work and X
electrical and ignition work. Curb service for gasoline and oils.
The Most Complete Garage In This Section ofNew Mexico
"
CL0VIS
NEW MEXICO Z

A meat market is also operated in connection with the

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

NEW MEXICO

This store sells for cash realising that it is possible to sell for
jess money as there are no dead accounts to be absorbed by increase
T
in per cent of profit.

dise carried is of standard brands and the kind that would

The City Drug Company

City.

C. V. KELLEY, Manager.

ray cash and bet

appeal to and suit the most fastidious.

Under new management the City Drug Company will install
additional linet, increase the ttock and do everything ponible to make
hit the mott complete drug store in New Mexico.
Improvements
wilh be added throughout.

tt Oklnhoma

NEW STATE AUTO COMPANY

t

tensive stocks of vegetables in season and all the merchan-

j

CLOVIS

ex-

J
,

Service That Serves

tu build up one of the leading

grocery businesses of this section and without a possible

f

H. F. YOUNG

íí..í....J

Clovis more than eight years a(to and established his grocery store
or less as :i s;irlah:in bsl lt,;t!on. Careful

ham to turn his stock fretuen!y

-

Enatham, who oper-

Í

And there is no mora independent way to get it than through a X
.
farnft Injtn and wilk a nmnanw uk... 4k
J .I
1. ...
l
borrower gets all the money he applies for without miscellaneous do- X
ductions. Ask mea bout it.
,

of the resource!) of this section

ates a store on West Grain! Avenue.

The Union Mortgage

--

fit'-

-

.

-

Every Farmer Needs Money at Some Time

The pioneer merchant of Clovis in the grocery line and

'

CLOVIS

1919.

E.O.Eastham Grocery Go.

;

And this yard it equipped to furnUh everything in the building
material lines. We own our own tew millt, timber lands and equipment and furnith building materialt to 121 yardt in the great
owned by thit company.
Let ut figure with you on your

iuirber

t,

..at

ao coniraci wiring ot homes and installation of electrical fixtures

I
T

4

The Nuen Electric Co. of Clovis

NKW JUKXICO

CLOVIS

'

NEW MEXICO

.,AA

Í

-

-

Ik Oldest Established

mtmrnsmmtaammmmmwiw

mi

mniinmn

G rocery m-

iju. uu.jiunuuiuiii.il

ttóvis

4

Carrying one of the most extensive lines of Staple and Fancy Groceries
and Meats. Our Meat Market in connection is in charge of experienced

meat cutters and we handle only the best.

-

-

fg3

o)

O)
WEST GRAND AVENUE

1

1
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Anything Wrong With Your Automobile?

Í

This Karaite is equipped to handle all classes 0f repair work on
any make of automohile and ipecialincs in electrical and battery
work, Extensive line of automobile tires and accessories. Five of
the most competent automobile men in the business employed In this
repair department. Complete vulcanising plant. Batteries reoaired
am! recharged.
Distributor (or the Willtrd Storage Battery
PenniylTania, Racine, McGraw and State distributor for Amazon Tires.

The Gash Slioo Store
(By

Kenneth evans)

Heating Stores, Cook Stoves, Ranget, ail kindt, alt
pricet. Stoves for everybody. If you are in need of any
kind of ttore call and let ut thow you what we have in our
big stock.

Although thii atore has only been under iti present
lit, of thii year it is recognized as

management lince June

TAYLOR TIRE & BATTERY CO.
Ill SOUTH

r.

WE HAVE STOVES

of the leading business institutions of the city and an
Important factor in the development of local trade
territory
one

MAIN STREET

...

exceptionally

so because of the fair methods adopted in
dealing with the public.

The Leading and Popular Drug Store of Clovis
Carrying everything la bo found in a metropolitan store, including nationally advertised merchandise, such at Eastman Kodaks,
Victrola, Craphonolas, Candies, Cosmetic and Toilet goods.
Our prescription
at all timet.

department

in charge of a registered

pharma-cis-

t

i

Southwestern Drug Co.
CLOVIS

:....:
NEW MEXICO

;::

He Unconsiously Called Us

t
4

t

"THE FARMERS FRIEND"
The

fir it depositar to enter thi. bank three yeart ago and I he
management hat striven to live up to that reputation to thii day
with much tuccets. Truly the bank of personal tervice. lake ad- vantage of our Service Department.

!

The Citizens Bank of Clovis

t
t

Capital Stock $25,000.00
Deposits $314,262.38
S. A. JONES, Cashier.

V

t

T

T
X

Í
I

..!.

f

Wholoaalert of ice cream, soda watert, tyrupt, cider, ice cream
cones and everything connected with the ice cream and toda busi-naPlant now being made for installation of additional machinery
to increase the output.

QUALITY

SERVICE
G. A. CAMPBELL

CLOVIS
BAKERY
H.
AVENT, Proprietor.

an exclave shoe store and it
seldom in a city the size of Clovis that an exclusive
shoe
store as extensive as this one is found. The store when
first
established several years ugo was a small institution
but
because of the standard line of merchandise
carried, incoris

S.

CAKES, PIES, BREAD

F. B. PAYNE, Manager

The best

i--

er may get some idea of the magnitude of this
business from
the size of stock carried. The store was
originally established in Clovis by S. J. Boykin, J. A.
Nichols and A. W.

Every convenience is provided for tho
comfort of the customer, including lounging chairs, electric
fans, etc.

Carrying in its men's department all the nationally known standard linee of clothing and f urnishines. A complete and up to data
Clothing for the children and an
ladiet department.
extensive dry goodt department.

Our line of furnishings for men and young men it one of true
mott extensive in New Mexico and incorporatet all the ttandard line
one could delire. W. do cleaning and pretting that pleases, main- taining free automobile delivery service, No matter how dainty the
fabric we can handle it satisfactorily.

In the men's department of the Cash Shoe Store, is
carried such lines as Walk Over, Robert Johnson & Rand,
Sultan and Puritan hosiery, tennis goods, house shoes, shoe
laces and polish and everything that the well dressed man

The Popular Shopping Center of Clovis
NEW MEXICO
CLOVIS

could desire.

The sume lines are carried extensively in the

T

Baker Bros. Agency

f

of Clovis
Farm Loans, Abstracts, Real Estate and Insurance
Representing seventeen of the most reliable old line insurance
companiet. We write automobile, and hail insurance in reliable companies. An institution with a record tine its establishment in 1907.

C. C.

Clovis, New Mexico

known and are a class of
foot wear that will not only give satisfaction from wear, but
will also give service.
Mr. Story tukes delight in the satisfying of his patrons
and those who purchase shoes from the Cash Shoe Store

H. E. BAKER

BAKER

lines carried are all nationally

t

may rest assured that they will get dollar for dollar in vulue
for every cent expended at this institution.

--

'

"The House of Korrect Klothing"
.:

E. T. Jernigan & Co., Jewelers
112 North Main

Official Watch Inspectors
SANTA FE

i

Street
Cut Glass, Diamonds
Watches, Souvenirs

EXPERT WATCH REPAIRING
Inspect Our Extensive Line of Holiday Goods.
CLOVIS

NEW MEXICO

4

t

"

f It Is True That Clothes Don't Make the Man

iT
f

J

But being well dreMed hu a fery material influence upon sue- can in a business way. You will always have personal identity if
you dress in a KIRSCHBAUM suit of clothes. Our Cents ttora U
one of the mott complete in New Mexico.

"THE BIG STORE"
NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

t
Í"

r

W. I. LUIKART & CO.

Ladies' department, in fact the Cash Shoe Store rightfully
maintains the name of shoes for the whole family. The
T

.

"

SMITH & HYATT

X

ready-to-we-

Mandell Clo. & Dry Goods Co.

NEW MEXICO

Always Choose the Clothes of the Better
Grade

years

ness is appreciated.

"The Store of Quality"

the market affords

CLOVIS

will invoice in the neighborhood of $12,000.00
and the read-

The store properly impresses one with its metropolitan
air as soon as he steps into it. He is greeted with a smile
by the congenial proprietor and mude to
feel that his busi-

NEW MEXICO

Telephone 248 &

Wholesale and Retail

identified himself with the Chamber of Commerce
and has
always given his support to meritorious undertakings
for
the development of the resources of this section. He
hns
spent many years of his life in the mercantile business
and
thoroughly understands the operation cf nn up to date store.

With our three stores our buying connections makes it possible
for lit to carry an extensive line at a lower price than the one tloro
Our slock of Coal, Crain, Implements and Groceries it
merchant.
We want your
the most complete in this section of New Mexico.
patronage along with the 490 of our stockholders.

-

j..4.í.4..jí.í.,..t.4.í..4,...s,.

ago and brought with him an enviable reputation
as a successful merrhant.
He came here to make his future homo
and has shown his confidence in the future of
this part of
the Southwest by his extensivo investments here.
He has

Plains Buying & Selling Assn.

.

'
r-

Opposite Postoffice

i

Mr. Story eame to Clovis from West
Texas two

X

CLOVIS

Harris Furniture Company

It was at that time incorporated but at the present
time is not incorporated and is run under the
management
of Mr. Story, who purchased the institution
from A. L.
Dillincr.

of Clovis

-

And to those who ara already married and want new furniturw
carry one of the most extensive stocks to bo found anywhere; in
this lection of New Mexico. Your credit it good at thii llora aaaf
you can pay for your new furniture on the installment plan. Seiaind
hand goodt bought and told.

Skurdu.

The Leading Manufacturingir Institution

X

The Ci'sh hhtc Stcrr,

r.

w

porating the nationally known lines, the store
has grown in
popularity until toduy there is not a store in the
state that
has a more extensive line of
merchandise. The stock carried

...í.$

Clovis Ice Cream and Bottling Works

X

J

t

Mr. E. A. Story took over the management of the
store
realizing that with the certainty of advancement in
prices
that it would be possible if he so desired to make exceptional profits on the merchandise which he purchased
before
the present advancement in shoes. However, Mr.
Story is
following out the plan of giving his customers the
advantage
of his satisfactory buy .on shoes and selling
them shoes far
below the cost if purchased on the
market ut the prevailing
prices today.

.

Marry the Girl and We Will Furnish the Home

J

i

A Live Bank in A Live, Progressive City
established in Eastern New Mexico to meet tirtr
needt of thote living in this tection and pnrtt of West Texas. Essen- tially an agricultural and ttockman't bank. Depository for tlte
United States, State of New Mexico, County of Curry and City o.C
Clovis.
An institution

J

The First National Bank
Capital $100,000.00

Deposits $70G,000.O3

z

Clovis, New Mexico.

EVERYBODY IS ATTENDING THE
HAM-- A MSEY REVIVAL

9

R

t

-

X
-

You are going and you want to look your neatest. Let us fit you up in a nice, new
pair of shoes for the occasion. We have the latest styles in Ladies, Children's and
Men's Shoes at prices that are reasonable.

THE CASH SHOE STORE
E. A. STORY,, Proprietor

'THE

FARMERS flOLUMN
ItMiw of

Inta-M-t

to (he Farmer Taken from the Curry County Farm
Bureau News.

FARMERS WAREHOUSE
AND ELEVATOR
Undoubtedly this year's bumper
crop has demonstrated to the farmers
of Curry County beyond all doubt
that they need more storage capacity
for the crops raised. Due to the embargo on wheat, thousands of bushels

Eggs Will Be High

This Winter
'
Try a flock f
winter lay inj; Li'liorns,
Wi.-ks-

fivsli
and fiatlicr
from tliti nest every !:y
íluriiifí
the winter
niontlis.

Big Sale of Laying and
Ready-to-la- y
Pullets
Now On
Also choice two (2)
year old Breeding; Hens
and early hatched Cockerels, of the best Mood
lines.
Select your winter
layers and spring breeders now, before the
flocks are picked over.
They won't last lmir.
Their quality will suit
you, ami so will the
trice.

R. Wicks & Son
Route A., Clovis, N. M.

have had to be held on tha farms
where it was produced without any
protection except a light covering of
straw through which the rain pene
trated readily. The wet weather has
damaged the grain to an inestimable
extent, and of course this class of
grain will be docked heavily when it
comes on to the market. If the farm-ohud a lurge elevator of their own
they would have storage capacity for
most of the grain, and the saving resulting from such protection would
soon pay for the elevator. Then, toó,
they would be in much better shape
to tukc care of the marketing problems, because when un order came
in for certain kinds of seed or grain,
it would be on hund and could be
chipped immediately, this who would
result in a great saving.
Some action, by all means should
be taken along this line in the near
future to avoid a repitition of this
year's disaster coming upon us again
next year.
There is a great deal of complaint
about the high cost of farm products,
but when we consider what the farmer has to pay for everything he buys,
and the labor to harvest these crops
then the inevitable conditions which
arise every fall when he begins to
rush his crops to the market, which
is beating down of prices, we realize
more and more the need of storage
cupacity. The Farm Bureau has discussed this matter and hua a plan
to assist in providing means of taking care of the crops as soon as the
farmers are ready to act.
We realize that this has been an
unusually busy season, no one has
had time to look after the marketing
phase of their farming operations,
and therefore, this year it has been
badly neglected.
If we allow this
winter to go by without some action
ulong these lines, we can have no one
to blame but ourselves if grain and
other farm products are wasted next
fall, because of no storage, as they
arc being wasted this year.
Probably no crop suffers more
from not having n common assembling plant than does broom corn. This
crop by all means should be threshed
n
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and stored as soon as it ii pulled.
With the unfavorable marketing conditions which prevail in eastern New
Mexico for this commodity, we can
see no remedy except a Broom Corn
Growers' Warehouse.
They must
have an assembling plant where their
brush can be graded and told in
quantities to buyers who might be Induced to come here. At conditions
are at present if an outside buyer
were to come to Curry County he
would have to travel all over the
county to see the crops, and then with
the uncertainty of being able to buy
makes this field anything but inviting
to outside buyers. Why not the farmers get together and organize a stock
company and build a real warehouse
and elevator to take care of the crying need of the producer.
FARMERS' PRICES AND
MANUFACTURERS'

She'll Put the "0. K."
On This Suit
If you knew what "she"
would

appeared before her in one
of the new waist seam mod-

PRICES

David F. Houston, Secretary of
Agriculture, does not assent to the
theory that the prices of fram
should fall before the prices of
manufactured commodities fall. He
makis this clear in replying to a recent communication in which it was
stated that "There must be a drop in
prices before there is a drop in wuge.
and it would seem tluit the farmer is
the man who is going to be hit first."
This theory has been advanced bv
a tinmtiiiii
............ if mnnnunh.Miw..
uir
iitiiMiu.iuii:io, dmiu .!..
Secretary,
who continued,
"It is
clearly an unjust contention. It manifestly yould not do to ask farmers to
produce, buying everything that they
have to buy from manufacturers at
high prices, with the assurance of
them that their products will fall in
price, and that then manufactures
will consider whot they will do with
reference to their own prices. Obviously, manufacturers must be willing to make at least a comterr.por-aneou- s
decrease in their prices. It
might even be contended that they
should make a prior decrease in their
prices, since the farmers' operations
involve a year and he could not recoup for 12 months, or could net
recoup at all. because, on the theorv
put forth, his products would fall in
price. It seems to mc that business
men must be brought to realize that
if we are to get back to tho normal
they must be set about immediately
to do their part and unnuestionablv
profiteering in manufactured products must he eliminated.
''Of course, everything possible
will be done to enable the furmcr to
roduee more economically, so that

els we are now showing in
Clothcrot't Clothes you'd

pro-due-
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be in tomorrow.
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Irs. M. P. Wright

t

Coats, Suits, Dresses
Everything in Ladies' and
Children's Ready-to-weat Lowest Prices
ar

P
o
n

Clovis, New Mexico.

Let us show you how well
you will look in one of these

model.
g

l'

.

IMi laaañ
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M anaeii s
THECLOTHCRAFT STORE IN THIS TOWN
msxcsassrjca

if prices do fall lie will not sus,tuin a
loss, or a great loss. All the. effort
of Hit Department
of Agriculture,
colleges have
and of th.'
t
ties aim. They are trying to bring
about better melhuds of cultivation,
better financing, better marketing,
the elimination nf plant and animal
diseases and insert pest, and the better utilization of labor. Much has
been done in this direction and more
will be done as time passes,"
land-gran-

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
REVIVED AT CLOVIS

BEWARE OF HOG CHOLERA

arid we will help all we can. We dread
this disease and hope that it will
to the never get started in these neighbor-

No disease is so disastrous
hog industry as hog cholera; this disease practically wiped out the entire
hog industry in the neighborhoods of'
Clovis and Texieo two .years ago,'
causing a loss of about $15,000 to the!
producers in these neighborhoods.'
Farmers should be very careful about
introducing new stork on their farms.
,
..
uri
wii)uii'u
siucki. is Drougiu
on to the place they should be vaccinated with the double treatment.
Not only is it necessary to vaccinate'
the stock brought in but the hogs
on
the place should be
treated. There is absolutely no other
rure means of preventing this disease it is the most contageous disease known, as it can be carried by
almost any conceivable means; birds
may carry it from one farm to another. It can be carried on the shoes,
on wagon wheels, dogs, cats, or uny
other animnl may carry it from one
furm to another.
So if cholera occurs in your neighborhood, or if you
are introducing new stock, therp i.
only one thing to do to prevent it
coming to your herd and that is to
vaccinate. If there is any ussistance
tharwa can render, please advise us
:

iTm-icvy- r

It is planned to conduct a Trades
Excursion to various parts of the
county sometime In October.
We
hope that this can he timed so that
the business men and Furm Bureau
Members can attend the local fairs
and club exhibits to be held at
and Grady, Oceobc 17th and
18ih. The Chiimber of Commcrr
cpmmittce is making an effort to have
the band accompany this excursion,
and thus moke it one of ploa.iiire ni d
profit to all. We can un.su r the business men of Clovis that a trip of this
kind will be one of the treats of their
lives; the crops and the people of the
north end of Curry County will give
them a vision and an inside to the resources of Curry County that they
never dreamed of. Let us all get together and boost for this great event
to tho end that it may be tho most
siccessful affair ever pulled off in
tl e county.
'

-- L

i

hoods again. Let us vaccinate if the
disease occurs anywehere in Curry
County, and thus safe the hog
The boat of Truth in All Things
will carry you safely over the most

turbulent seas of life.
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Southwestern Drug Co.
Clovis, N. M.

U. S. L. Battery Station
Rear Lyceum Theatre Building
with Sloan & Tnomas

U.S.L.Batteries For all Makes of Cars

Bell-vie-

s

rout, slant pockets and vent

young man who wears one.

V

Mrs. M. P. WRIGHT

with soft roll

and íiives distinction to the

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND
FARM BUREAU TO CONDUCT
A BIG TRADES EXCURSION

Come Quick if You Want the Pick
of the Bargains.

Young

bat k, appeal to the women

It is with delight that the Ftrm
Bureau announces the resurrection of
the Chamber of Commerce at Clovis.
This organization is certainly needed
and undoubtedly no organization can
do more good than a live Chamber of
Commerce. It appear, now that this
organization is going tc do some real
big things, not only for Clovis, but
for tho entire county. Wo are glad
to have them
with us in
the promotion of good roads and
rural telephones. These ore two projects tho Farm Bureau has had on
thtir list for sometime, and we are i
delighted to have the Chamber of!
Commerce join with us and make
these two projects leaders in their
So we say to the
organization.
Chamber of Commirce, we are glad
with you for
and ready to
a bigger and better Curry County.

Leaving New Mexico

exclusive

Mi ll's Models

Sj3E2

ittosiffif

think when you first

REPAIRING AND REBUILDING
OF BATTERIES

Free Distilled Water
Free Inspection
Drive Up and Let's Get Acquainted
i

G. W. Johnson
Z3

Phone No. P7 for job printing.

I

THE CLOVIS NEWS.

PERSONAL MENTION
Mist Anne Hull returned Monday
Attorney T. E. Meara of Pórtale
motor trip to Okla- wai a Clovit viaitor Saturday of last
evening from
week.
homa City.
Mr. and Mn,

J E Miller movl thin

Guy Floyd of Amarillo was here
week to Amarillo where they expect last week visiting at the home of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Floyd.
to make their homo.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 2. 1019.

Master Lev O'Connell has been sick
Editor Graham of the Melrose
Messenger was in Clovis Wednesday. this week.
Mr. Graham is a good newspaper man
'A big shipment of new furniture
and is giving Melrose the best paper
at Clovis Furniture Co., successors to
it has ever had.
R. H. Crook.
Dr. am) Mrs. C. L. McClellan, Mr.
Mrs. John Luikart and children left
and Mrs. K. C. Childers, Judge Sam
Bratton and Rev. J. T. Redmon are Saturday for Little Rock, Ark., for a
attending the Methodist Conference two month's stay, where Mr. Luikart
is assisting Baker Bros, in promoting
at Tucumcari .this week.
another oil company.
W. M. Tiernan of New Hampton,
Mrs. N. B. Williams entertained
Iowa, has ben here the past week
looking over the country. Mr. Tier-na- n the members of the Rebekah Club at
is well pleased with this section her home on Gidding Street, Tuesday
Six ladies were present.
afternoon.
and will probably locate here.
After an enjoyable afternoon spent
sewing, a dainty three course
Irvin Rodgers, formerly employed in
luncheon
was served.
in the First National Far.k, is in the

Mn. OIlie Miller returned Sunday
Max Coll, sheep specialist, with the
from a couple of weeks visit with State Department of Agriculture of
Texas, was in Clovis for two or three
friends in Colorado Spring!.
days last week the guest of J. Frank
Neel.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Smith, Miu
Howell and George Harshaw ur
I have started my Raleigh wagon city from a ranch near Conway, Tex.,
in Oklahoma City thii week attending;
ll
and
will be on the road at all times visiting his sisters, Mrs. J. P.
the fair.
and Míbs Minnie Rogers.
with a full line f goods. R. H. Snel-lin218 North Connelly St., Phone
Mr. Johnson of Clovis, of the firm
Mr. and Mrs. Vunhousvn, who have
273.
of Johnson Brothers Undertakers.
been
here visiting at the home of
was transacting business in the city
Mrs. J. J. Hilvers, redaughter,
their
A
number of Clovis people went
Tuesday In connection with the estabturned the latter part of last week
lishing of a branch of their business to I'ortuli'S Wednesday to attend the
barbecue and spread, to advertise the to their home at Lawrence, Nebraska.
here. Farwell Tribune.
spudding in of an oil well in that
Mm. W. P. Kambo nnd children arc
Mr. P.ambo plans
now In Hereford.
Since selling hib farm at Billview, to join them there about January 1st.
County Commissioner A. I.. I'hiillin, nnd they will make their home oo a
i
M.
planning to mow to Clovis.
farm. Mr. Rambo owns land north
Phillips will likely buy a hume in of Hereford.

DELUXE
Program

Friday. & Saturday, Oct.

3--

Clovis.
4

May Murry in
Delicious
Little Devil"
"The
ALSO

"Fatty" Arbucle in

"His Timid Wife"
Monday

&

W. Honakcr

is in Clovis

after spending some time

this
in

California and Utah. He bus ulso
6 REELS toen in the north on business for the
Melrose Oil Company.

UNIGERSAL SPECIAL

Roscoe

II.
week

Tuesday, Oct

6--

Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Cassidy left
Monday for Los Angeles after several
days visit with Mr. and Mrs. G. W.
Singleton. Mr. and Mrs Cussidy were
former Clovis residents.

7

Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Nicholas wüi
leave the last of the week for Los
Angeles to make that city their future home. Mr. Nicholas is employed
as a machinist r.t the shops.

Mable Normand in

"Upstairs"
A DELUXE COLDWYN

ALSO

Miss Minnie friswcll left Thursday
A Trianila Comedy and Ford Reel morning for Ada, Oklu., where she
has accepted a position ns deputy
rounty clerk. Miss Criswell has been
Wednesday-Thurs- ,
Oct. 8-- deputy county clerk under Mr.
here and for the past several
..,..
tlia hi.a
. . .lf.niitv
Shirley Mason in
una frw...n
iiiwiiiiia
i.'ulj inw CnnntV
.Morgan,
miss
Simpson
J.
"Tha Unwritten Code" Treasurer
Cricwell is un efficient yuur.g ludy
A WORLD SPFCIAL
urn! folks who have business to trans
act at the court house will miss her
A
COMEDY
SELECT
ALSO
genial smile.
35er-w-

0

N

i

Of I C E

To Customers
I have sold out myiurniture business
to the Clovis Furniture Co., owned by

ilnrshaw and Bishop. All debtors of my firm will kindly
call and pay past due accounts, in order
that I may close my books. I will reMessrs. Springfield,,

Miss Nola Owens writes from Silver City that she is doing well as a
student in the Silver City Normal,
and expects to be home in the spring.
Miss Owens is a Clovis High School
student, graduating last year, and i?
well known anrong the younger set.
MÍ3S Owens aspires to be a teacher.

tain an office in the store in order to
accommodate those owing mo.

R. H. CROOK

Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Cassidy of
Wichita, Kans., have been the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Singleton. I
Mr. and .Mrs. Cassidy are old time
resident of Clovis where Mr. Cassidy was architect for several years.
Thiy expect to make their home in
Mrs. Harry Miller was Hostess on
Attorney C. A. Hntch mude a busiCalifornia.
G. C. Fuukncr, Pinno Technician,
ness trip to Wichita Fulls, Texas, this Thursday morning of last week ta
Regulating and repairing pianos and
a very dainty breakfast at her lionu
week, v
Judge M. T. Winsteud of Clay, Ky.,
player pianos. Reprcsentinii the Baldon North Gidding Street. Those pre,
has recently moved to Clovis and has
win factories, the world's greate.it
Get your heating stove before cold sent pronounced the affair a most
purchased a residence in the Liebelt
Baldwin, Ellington, Hamproduct.
weather. Clovis Furniture Co., suc- enjoyable one.
Addition from G. E. Griffith. This
ilton and Howard sold on terms if decessors to R. II. Crook.
is the place formerly owned by R. M.
sired. Leave orders for tuning at.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Reichatt and
Bifhop.
Mr. Winstead has been poLyceum Theatre.
Mrs. W. A. Reamer and daughter, children returned la3t week ftunv,
lice judge of his home town in KenMiss Edith, returned this week from Okluhoma, where they have been, vistucky for a number of years.
Among those who took in the Ver
iting. They made the trip iu a cur
a vinit at Lewistown, Pa.
celebration ut Portales Wednesday
and Mr. Rcichart says Oklahoma n.
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Hauk returned
were J. C. Nelson, C. W. Harrison,
full of wheat stacks which the threshdays
spent
several
L.
Harry
Patton
Jas. M. Bickley, Fred Dennis, C. E. the latter part of last week from
ers have never visited.
looking
week
after
this
Fe
in
Santa
Dennis, E. Peterson, W. H. ..Collins, Indiannpolis, Indiana, where Mrs.
Supreme
the
before
business
legnl
has
in
Hauk
hospital
a
been
a
for
and many others whose names the
Dee Oliver of Ballinger, Texas, wast,
number of weeks and where che un- Court.
News did not secure.
here the past week and bought
derwent a serious operation. While
Miss Cecilia Bowman, daughter of head of fine sheep from J. Frtuifc.
John F. Smithson was in town not completely recovered, Mrs. Hauk
Mr.
and Mrs. W. H. Bowman, left this Neel. Mr. Neel is doing an exk'nniv-businebeen
improved
has
greatly
by
her
SmithMr.
Wednesday.
Grady
from
in sheep now, and has bought
stay
week
Indianapolis.
for Wichita, Kansas, where she
at
son nays the feed crop is being har
and sold many head during the pust.
expects to spend the winter.
vested up his way now. All the gram
several months.
For the first time in its history the
he says, has not been harvested and
G. L. Nicewarmcr has purchased
local Mi thodist church will be a staquite a bit of wheat ha been
In PI,...!..
Mavinn
The Magic City Undertaking; Com-tion fur the enruing year, if plans ....vn,.....
in the stack.
111 .1' I'HA.l u, nr.l
IV. 13, V..
7lVIVll,V i
Wl t'k Bllnnc4
tanr IVtlOrV I'villC- till' IlUSt
I..'.
...Ill !! Ulm
now on foot are not interrupted
I
II IO itlllliljf W III ,IUM1
III
tin. IC in
llllll llinm
It"
J
Cold weather will soon be here. See This means thr.t a pastor will be sta j weeks. The Nicewarmers have lived 'the remains of Mrs. J. R. RichurJsnrt
about your heating stove náw and be tinned here and his entire time !e in Young County for a number of('to Atkin3, Ark., who was hev for
The remains 'of Mrs.
ready for the first cold wave. We voted to the one church, which is an- 'years and have many friends hero, her health.
Morgan
who died at I'or'.ulesr.
Fmiftie
SMvir.g
they
heathave
regret
he
will
to
used
will
wav
other
of
learn
new
there
who
nnd
of
big
line
have a
four Sundays each decided to move away. Graham! were f hipped from Clovis to Furry-Load- er,
ers. Clovis Furniture Co., successors preaching
10-ville, Tenn.
tfc month. Mclro.--- e Messenger.
to R. II. Crook.
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Your Attention
is directed to the number of attractivs values we are offering

tliat are necessary for every day uses.
nor are the articles of inferior quality.

.

We Call Your Attention to Some Special Values

in articles

These are not reduced $tkes,

Domestics

Heavy ribbed and fleece lined union
$1.00 to $1.50
suits for Hoys
Dixie Mills union suits for Men $1.50
$2.00
Three seasons unions suits
$2.00
suits
Heavy ribbed
$2.50
Men
for
Fleece lined unions
to
$1.25
$1.00
unions
Children's
$1.50
Unions.
Kibbed
Misses
to $2.00
Women's ribbed unions
two-piec- e

K--

Z

Excellent quality hhwhed domestic, M
25c
in.' wide, per yard

Outings
Outing in plain white and colors
25c
of pink and blue, per yard
colors,
The wider Outings in assorted
30c
per yard

I

Hovs' work and school shirts, hest qual-i- t
v blue, kahki and striped $1.00 to$1.25
$1.35 to $2.00
Men's work shirts
$1.50 to $6.00
Flannel Shirts

Overalls
Hest quality Union Made Overalls and
$2.25
Junipers, per garment..-

Hoys' Overalls
Hoys' Coveralls
Men's Coveralls

$100
$3-0-

-

0

$3.50

Shoes
'

Buster Hrowu School Shoes for Hoys'
$3.00 to $3.00
nnd dills'
$$3.50 to $9
Women
for
Walking Shoes
$3.50
Meii
shoes
for
Elk Hal work

Sweaters
Coat Sweaters for Boys$3.00
Coal Sweaters for Meu$3.50
.Jersey Sweaters for Hoys $1.50
Jersey Sweaters for Men $1.50

and
and
and
and

up
up
up
up

Gloves
$1-Pig Skin Cloves
$2.00
(iauntlets
Pig Skin
$2.50
horse-hidand
$2
gloves
Hansen
Fine Buckskin (I loves $2.50 and $3.00
50c
Canvas leather palm (Iauntlets
35c
Canvas leather palm short
Cloves
and
Mittens
Mai n Canvas, Knit
'
of all kinds.
e

Ü3

Matched sets in the narrow vals. at
Heavy Shaddow Laces, 4 inches wide at
Beautiful Camisole Laces at
ONE SPECIAL LOT
Ollunusually good patterns, different
widths, values Gc and l()c at 3c yd.

u

41-2- 5

10c to 30c per yd.
60c per yd.
to $2.00 per yd.

ONE SPECIAL LOT
Laces and Kiiihroideri.es, l")c values
9c yd.
at

?

;

Lingerie Ribbons

4 1

t

The narrow rihbons for use with headings and trimmings, nil colors 4c to 12c
65c to $1.50 per yd.
Camisole ribbons, unusual designs

!

24 iu.

$1-2-

Work and Outing Shirts

in

FINE LACES

HIGHEST SSANDARD PREVAILS THROUGHOUT

Underwear

n

In Connection with G0SSARD CORSETS and BRASSIERES

Silks
FOR THE FALL FROCKS
A very attravtive assortment of colors
and' patterns. The price range is per
$1.75 to $4.00
yard

Draperies
Fine Nets, Cretonnes and shadow
draperies and a few desirable
ginghams for brightening that
dark room.
The price range 35c to $1.25 yd.

will not find the right
corset by casual shopping

You

Comforts and Blankets
(Jood quality Comforts in full bed size
$3.00 to $6.00
L
m
$3.00 and $3.50
Cotton Blankets
Double Blankets, wool nap. full size
$100 to $6.00
Wool Double Blankets
$7.50, $3.50, $9.00, $10, $13.50 to $20

e

"The right corset" of today means correct
body proportions and an unconscious grace
that gives no impression of corsctry in the
finished silhouette.
You need the advice of corset expert
attain this coveted effect

to

Our highly specialized corset service will
meet your most exacting needs and is emphasized by a complete stock of the world
famed

GO S SARD
CORSETS

Hosiery
25c
Infants Mercerized Hose
School hose for girls and boys 30c to 65c
25c
Cotton hose for women
50c and 65c
I, isle hose for women
20c and 25c
Cotton hose for men
35c and 50c
Lisle hose for men
35c to 75c
Woolen hose for men

III

We recommend and guarantee these original
front-lacicorsets as the complete exprés
ng

(ion of modem corsetry.

You tan luy a GossaiJ
for as little as $2.75 up to
any prict you wish to pay

V

i
4

vw"
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THE CLOVIS NEWS,

5av Your
acninery
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"TANLAC IS A PERFECTLY WONDERFUL
MEDICINE,"
SAYS
MRS JOSEPHINE FREEMAN.

v 'tJ kv5y

fW4ívkr Mr

Mrs. Josephine Freeman, of M7
Towne Ave... Los Angeles, Cil., a
graduate muse who has practice! In
profession for seventeen years,
lv !".".'!' :;ie
Urn: rhe
i.j'. ,' i ci.iy 5icrfncí;ev-.'oí i.
,e
of stomach trouble of ten ycr.rs
standing by the use of Tanlac. but
that she hud aUo gained twenty-twpounds in weight.
"I feel that I would be doing anyone a Rood turn by getting them to
take Tanlac," sail) Mrs. Freeman.
"For ten years I had been having
trouble with my stomash I suffered
intente pains after eating and would
bloat up with gas so the pressure
around my heart would almost faint.
I was so nervous that I could hardly
sleep and became so weak and rundown that I could hardly keep up my
work as a nurse. I tried all kiniN of
medicines but nothing would rilicve

t

U

iv-'-- :.

V;.v:u r.

Mi-- .

csl

it

has

vy

s ili

!;,-

-

the world's history

been in

and in dmilit will he t"i sonic 1'unc to
come. Why not build sonic substantial
sheds to protect your implements from
the weather

We have a hiji stock and

can furnish you the lumhcr. We also
surest building now that new home,
or the addition to the one you have, that
you h vc been promising yourself and

your familv.

p.

They Win You On Quality!

18 cents a package

me.

"It Costs No More To Build It Right"
Phone

Clovis, N. M.

ftmata am lotf 9vmrywhm in
admntificallj M4exí packaif of 20
cirmttn or rvn packaíaa (2LO
jlaaaitta-papar
in
etfaretta-acovwrvd carton, Wm at roñé ly re
emnwnd thia carton for tha homm
or otic aupplf or whaa cu tra val

"Filially h friend of my husband's
who had been relieved of the name
trouble by taking Tanlac advised lYm
to get me a bottle. Soon after starting on it my appetite returned and
my nerves bcrnme quiet. Now I run
eat anything I want and never have
the least bit of trouble afterwards.
I Bleep like a child and feel rested
and refreshed on getting up in the
mornings. I have gained twenty two
pounds on four bottles of Tanlac and
feel strong and well again."
Tanlac is sold in Clovis by Mear
Pharmacy, in Texico by Red Cross
Pharmacy, and in Melrose by Irwin
& Pool
(Advertisement.)

Alfalfa Lbr. Co.
15

Vv.

NOTICE OF SUIT
In the District Court of Curry County, State of New Mexico.
A. J. Erickson, Plaintiff.
vs.
No. 1G2H
John E. McAllister, and Georgia Kee-to-

Heres

Your enjoyment of Camete will be very great
because their refreshing flavor and fragrance
and mellowness is so enticingly different. You
never tasted such a cigarette I Bite is eliminated and there is a cheerful absence of any
or any ununpleasant cigaretty after-tast- e
odcr
cigaretty
pleasant

eert

blend of choice
Camels are made of an
Turkish and choice Domestic tobaccos and are
smooth and mild, but have that desirable
and certainly hand out satisfaction in
generous measure. You will prefer this Camel
blend to cither land of tobacco smoked straight!
full-bo-

Give Camels the stillest
compare them with any
the world at any price
flavor, satisfaction.

n

,

u

Fine Chickens For

tryout, then
cigarette in
for quality,

No matter

how liberally you smoke
Camels they will not tiro
your tsste!
J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.

R.

Winston-Salem- ,

n

N.

C

GOAT MILK

Real Service!

.

I

t

(.

Sale

dy

NOTICE OF SUIT
.
C '
McAlistcr, (formerly Georgia In the Distrirt Court of Curry County, New Mexico.
(At Drag Stum)
Kecton), his wife, George L. ''ink,
C. A. Scheurich, Plaintiff.
and W. S. Higgins, Defendants.
25e
Can
vs.
No. 1513.
To the above named defendants, John
COAT
W. P. Hdrt, J S. Hart and Mary F.
K. McAllister, Georgia Keeton McMXK hrHi
Hart, his wife, and ail unknown
Allister (fortnerly Georgia Kee
lu liuttrr-luan n it.
lit iUüi;ir. Mu ni
claimants under them and all unton) his wife, George L. Zink, and
in itiur.l hull uuknown adverse claimants,
W. S. Higgins:
We are now feeding more
:.,:u
For
cu
You and each of you will hereby
t.,r
IV1V'
i..:..
people
than at any tima we
Nr.
take notice that a suit has been til 'd The f tato of N'cw Mexico to the above
ttliW !..V
Hr.t
to nu'.hcr'i
r.,
I...
In the restaurant
.:!.!
have
Defendants:
been
and is now pending in the Distrirt
i
n,..k
cnr i., vai
You and ea.h of you ire hereby
Court of Curry County, State of Niw
husincxs in Clovis. There is a
COAT V k LAIlflltATOPTI
Mexico, in which A. J, Erickson is notified tint a Fuit has been fil'd
ren. on for this. We are giving
plaintiff, and you the said Join E. agaii.it you in the Di .triet Court of!
patrons the very best
our
McAllister, Georgia Keeton McAllii. Curry County, New Mexico, in which
service and plenty of good
C.
A.
is
Schiurich
plaintiff
yourand
ter, (formerly Georgia Keiton., his
J'
things to eat.
wife, George L. Zinz, and W. S. llig. selves are defendants in atse number! Í
gins, Hre defendants, said suit being 1518 on the Civil Doc :ket of said If
OPEN ALL NIGHT
numbered 1520, on the Civil Docket court.
You are further notified that the
of said Court, ar.d that Rowclls and
We have adopted a new polgeneral objects of said action are to
Reese, whose business and
e
icy of keeping our restaurant
address is Clovis, Curry County, quiet and perfect the title of the
State of New Mexico, are Attorneys plaintiff in and to Lot Nine in Dlock
open all night. This will give
Undertaker And
Twenty-fiv- e
in the Original Townsite
for the plaintiff in said suit
the wheat haulers a chance to
Embalmer
You will further take notice that of Clovis, Curry County, New Mexget something to cat no matter
the general objects of said action are ico, and to remove a vendors lien
how late they are in getting in
therefrom and to bar you and' each
Manajrrr Clovin Cprrtpfpry
as follows,
at night or how early they want
That the plaintiff prays that his of you from any adverse claim thereestate and title to Lots Numbered 1 in against the plaintiff, and that unto get out in the morning.
Phone 14 Roth Day and Night
and 2 of Block Number 30 of the less you appear or plead in said cause
North Park Addition to the town on or before the 24th day of October,
(now City of Clovis), Curry County, 1919, judgment by default will be
Statu of New Mexico, be established rendered against, you, and that the
against such adverse claim or claims! attorney for the plaintiff is A. W
-of said above named defendants and Ilockenhull, whose business address
is
New
Clovis,
Mexico.
each of them, and that the above
Open All Night
Witness my hand and the seal of
named defendants and each of them,
After you eat always take
and those claiming by, through or said court at Clovis, New Mexico, th i?
under them be barred and forever 4th day of September, 191!.
l)
W. C. ZEItWKR,
".stopped from having or claiming any
ONE CROWLER ENOUGH
County Clerk
right or title to the picmi:i a above
QfOH your A.ciiVsróMAcn)
"Does this dojf 'rowl?" asked the
describi d adverse to the pl..ii..;ff, and
lady nl the dog dealer's.
Instant ly relieves Heartburn,
that ).Ininti!f' tit!; tlie'fto lie forever NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
Failing. Stops foodsourinR,
"Oh, yen, ma'am," waj the anpwer.
and
repeating,
ell stomach miseries.
OF ADMINISTRATOR
united and set at rent; ami' for such
"Well, I want a dog that doesn't
AM d K'itlir. anrt app'it.
rtnmncb
h'W
further ivliif either le;nil or equitVitality unit i'ei.
g'.ml."
l.... : ..ril Btronr. ii;'jrui-'iable as the nature of the c. ":o may In the Probate Court of Curry Conn
;iiml. Tfm f ftm.
".TONIC .J
"Don't you want nomething thai
I. Oily .'ii.ilon crrit
r''tll Imiic.
I (...i.
require.
ly, New iJIexieo.
urtwrtM day lu u oil. tu.il.v. l.tur inlf. J
will growl when
strangers come
t,nli,-o- r
wr:wnl r 'i;.i fnnuuy. iiubs
You will further take
that In !k- :;( ter of the Ivi';itc of I'V'io
around?"
(.... .... V ..
unless you and each of you appear,
Alden, (leccj sed, Ko. 'Jli").
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.,
"No, my huslmiid will attend to
N'otiee is luu'jy given tint on
answer or otherwise plead in said
'
Clovis, N. M.
that."
cause and suit on or before Hie 28th 2íih day of SepUmbcr, ':!!), F. S.
day of November, 1UI9, that the al- iturnr., wnoe hu.nness nr' ;..ji ollice
ii gntions set forth in plaintiff's comaddress is Clovis, New Mexico, vas
plaint will be taken as true and con- duly r.ppointed administrator of the
fessed and that the plaintiff will ap- estate of Philo Alden, deceased, by
ply to the Court for and will take the Probate Court of Curry County,
judgment by default against you and New Mexico, and that he is now the
Teacher of Piano Twenty Years Experience
each of you, and will apply to the duly qualified and acting administraCourt for the relief as prayed for in tor of said estate.
Modem Methods Taught Careful and Thorough
the complaint filed herein.
Notice is further given that all per
Training a Specialty.
Witness my hand and the seal of sons who have claims against said essaid Court this the 19th day of Sep- tate are required to present the same
For Information and Terms call at ,08 N. Tile or
to said administrator within the time
tember, A. D. 1919.
No. 214.
Phone
W. C. ZERWKR,
prescribed by law.
(Seal)
In witner.s whereof, I have here
County Clerk and
( lork of
the District Court of Currv Coun- - unto set my hand and affixed the seal
ty, State of New Mexico. 9
t said court, this the 2(th day of
September, 1919.
(Seal)
W. C. ZF.RWF.R,
CARELESSNESS
County
Clerk and
Clerk of
RESULTS IN FAILURE
the Probate Court
That it why we say "Feed B. A.
Thomas' Hog Powder according to
SUPPLY AND DEMAND '
DO NOT
directions."
FECD IT
(JOHNSON BROS.)
SLOPPY, but mix it wilh ground feed
County Judge "Ten dollars."
and moisten with just enough water
MoloHst "Can you change a
to make a crumbly mass. Thi n each twenty-dolla- r
bill?"
hog gets a beneficial dose. See full
Judge "No, but I can change the
LADY ASSISTANT
AMBULANCE SERVICE
directions on package. Your money fine. Twenty dollars, please."
back if not satisfied. For sale by A. !
Day Phone 211
Night Phone 235
I
B. Austin ft Company.
Phone No. 97 for job printing.
-

Your Chance!

'f

11.

nilKf-::-

I

jos-sib- le

ISO White Leghorn Hens

250 White Leghorn Pullets

They are of Fine Stock

C.

V. Steed

port-offic-

t:

You can reduce the high cost of living
by having some of these tine layers in
your back yard.

0gg& Boss Cafe

For Prices See

A. B. AUSTIN

ftATOMIC

(S-a-

Bloat-edGts- ty
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Corn Binders for immediate
Delivery
Wagons in all Sizes
Van Brunt Drills
Disc Harrows

.

Mrs. J. W. Welch

25-4t- p

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.

Skarda Hardware Co,
SurretiHon lo W. Wismillcr
A. W. SKARDA

3. S.

SILRI).
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mi

Embalmer and Funeral Directors
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The News gives all the news and is only $1.50 per year,
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THE CLOVIS NEWS.

NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
OF ADMINISTRATRIX

NOTICE OF SUIT'

room Suits
To Suit AU

Far-wel-

A hastily furnished bedroom ia

al-

ways sure to win favorable comment.
And attractive furniture need not

nec-

essarily be expensive either.

Beds, Chiffoniers, Dressers

and Dressing Tables
You who need complete bedroom sets '

'

nnd you who merely wish to add to your
present furnishings will find what you

'

want lu re.

In the District Court of Curry County, New Mexico.
The Texas State Bank of Farwell, a
corporation
of Farwell, Texas,
Plaintiff.
No. 1520
ts.
A. B. Horn and Walter Farwell, partners, doing business under the firm
l,
name and style of Horn and
Defendants.
Patton and Hatch, a partnership doing business under such Arm name
and composed of H. L. Patton and
C. A. Hatch, partners, Garnishee.
To the defendants, A. B. Horn and
Walter Farwell, partners, doing business under the Arm name and style of
Horn and Furwell, in the above suit:
You will take notice that a suit has
been filed against you and iu now
pending in the District Court of the
Fifth Judicial District in and for Cur
ry County, New Mexico, in which The
Texas State Bunk of Furwell, a cor
porntion, of Farwell, Texas, is plain,
tiff r.nd A. B. Horn and Walter Far
well, purtners doing business under
the firm name and style of Horn and
Furwell. nre defendants and I'utton
nnd Hatch, a partnership doing busi
new under such firm name and com
posed of 11. 1.. ration and U A.
Hatch, p'uinon, is garnisiue, and
nur.ibc Ted 1520 on tin- - docket of said
Court.
You rrc further not Tied that the
objects of said iiiit are as fol

All the latest styles in

whatever finish you prefer.

In the Probate Court of Curry County, New Mexico.
In the matter of the estate of Frank
J. Evans, deceased.
No. 203.
Notice is hereby given that on the
12th day of September, 1919, Maude
C. Evans, whose business and
address is Clovis, New Mexico,
was duly appointed administratrix of
the estate of Frank J. Evans deceased, by the Probate Court of Curry County, New Mexico, and that she
ia now the duly qualified and acting
administratrix of said estate.
Notice is further given that all persons who have cluims against said
estate are required to present the
seme to the suid administratrix within the time prescribed by law.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of laid' court, this the 13th day of
September, 1!)19.
W. C. ZERWER,
(Seal)
Clerk of
County Clerk and
the Probute Court.
post-offi-

We are always glad to
offer suggestions.

Denhof Jewelry Company
Jeweler

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Office at Tucumcari, New Mexico, September 1Mb, 1919.
Notice is hereby given thut Vernon
Tute, of Clovis, New Mexico, who, on
May 9, 191!), made Additional Home- stead Entry, No. 02242'.), for North-tii- e
west Qunrter, Section 15, Township
6 North, Range 35 East, New Mexico
Principal Meredian, has filed notice of
intention to make I'lnul Three lear
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before C. A. Scheu-ricU. S. Commissioner, at Clovis,
New Mexico, on the tenth day of November, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses: Del.
mar I. Burnett, Phillip S. Lamiaon,
Chas. E. Dennis, Ross S. Cherry, all
of Clovis, New Mexico.
R. P. DONOIIOO, Register.

land

su m

a judgment against
defendants, on a certain prom is- fory note, for the sum of $1,675.001
and afco judgment for the interest on
r t ti,n nut tsanf llMf
nf ill,,
tfinn
Ei..
n i v vuln
ii n; uif
bin "i vlhv rv
luiv su.
annum from August 22nd, 1717, till
paid and also ten per cent additional
on the sum of said principal and in
terest m an Attorney's fee.
(b). To enforcj a certain writ of
garnishment issued in this cause to
nnd against Patton and Hutch, a partnership, doing business, under such
firm name and composed of II. L.
RELIABLE HOME FURNISHERS
Patton and C. A. Hatch, partners,
of Clovis, New Mexico, and
cms,tmjn,72JJ VM ' VIi:i .11 WJiSHMM 'MLB garnishee,
NOTICE' NOTICE! NOTICE1
to recover Ncartain indebtedness alleged to be owing by raid garnishee
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
to the defendant Waller Farwell and
We are now able to rehnndle, re.
I nho money iir.d effects in the hands grind and hone straight blade razors,
AND GENERAL PUBLIC 1
belonging to laid safety razor blades, and anything in
of r.".!d
After holding down the price of
dcfrrdar.t Walter Farwell.,
the line of surgical instruments. All
You are furlhtr notified that the work is guaranteed to Rive satisfac- vork all summer, below cither East
or West of us, we are now forced to
money and e.Ti A3 of the defendant, tion.
per hour, ef
Mise the price to ST'-iWalter ! 'unveil, hnvn brn n ge.rr.isliced
I
Southwestern
fective Nov. 12, 1919. We thank nil
in the ha. ids of Pution and Hatch, a.
il
v
n"
l. i ...1,
l.:..ji iiuii-.!..:.... i.....:
:u ii lining
tl sc who have helped us in the wA,
ri
II lin
sui
f noun uinu
mom1 t'Ui i iui juu
.
TT
I,WmI
assure them good, natihfiu'tury
i:rm m'.me era comnoscn 01 u. i..
work In the future.
Patton and C. A. Ha'ih, partners, of
Carpenters and Joiners,
C'Iovi?, New Mexico, and that unles
Clovis, No. 671.
answer or plead in tlits
you iippi-arL. L. KYI.E, V. Pres.
came on or before the Mrd day of
tc
Nov., 1919, judgment will be rendered
J. B. DEGGS, Rec. Sec.
The OlovU IlriMim Factory la
against you und each of you by
brooms
tmil.lng
now
excellent
tut of Ohio, City of Tiledo,
fault and the plaintiff will apply to
l.ucaa Count, a.
on sale
which ciin he foiuid
Frank J. Cheney mnkca oath that he
the Court for the relief sought in the
with every first class groccrmiin
Is armor
of the firm ot F. J.
complaint herein; and judgment will
Cheney
Co.. doing bualnass In hi City
In Clovis, We do not retail our
of TIm1o, County am BtM afomalil,
fie rendered against you and said
brooms, but sell direct to the
and (hat ald firm will tiny the uní ot
garnishee and money in the hands of
ONB HUNlWiO ttI.I.AU8 for evil
home
Patronise
merchant.
anil rvry ru of Caiurrli that ritnnut
sa;d garnishee belonging to the de"our
ncklng
by
for
(ivtheus of HAUL'S CATAÜUH
fendant Walter Farwell applied and
hf.dicIne. frank 1 ciir.Nix
tirimma. We are In the market
Hworn to befnre m anil suliacrlbnl In
the effects in the hands of said garn
my prrnrnce, tilts Sth rtny of
worka
along
self
little
for
all
A. 1). IhSC
ishee belonging to said defendant,
A. W. Ot.KAHON.
.
ing broom corn.
Notary Public.
(Heal)
Walter Farwell, disposed of as proHall's Catarrh Medicine la taken
and acta through the Moid on
vided by law to pay said
the Murom Rurfwei of the Systoin. Bern!
fur tellmonlala, free.
CO., Toledo, O.
F. J. CHKNKY
Is Attorney for
W. A. Havener
Hold by all riniKKiata. V6o.
nnd busi
plaintiff and his
bail's Family nils for constipation.
ness address is Clovis, New Mexico.
In witness whereof, I have
set my hand and affixed the seal
of said court this 13th day of Sep
tember, 1919.
W. C. ZERWER,
(Senl)
County Clerk.

CSS3

(bi. To procuro
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Magic City Furniture Co.

your grocery business, and by trading with us
you can save money. AVc have a phone, No. 418,
and deliver to any part of the city.

Clovis Grocery

fSrooms

11

i

Made In

and Feed Store
-

s

b

-

-

T

.M

Clovis

1

a

The Clovis Feed Store now has a complete
supply of groceries. We will be pleased to have

j

-

n n. a

mkKatwv-.mcmvB-

mm.-mr.m.nr-

Money Saved Is
Money Made

t

fee

and Opticians

Official Santa Fe Watch Inspectors

lows

Style and Stability at Pleas
ing Pricei

For generations jewelry has been
accepted as the most suitable wedding
gift, for It carries with it the proper
gift of this kind
sentiment that
should.

(First published Sept. 25th, 1019)

l

1

Wedding Gifts

1

rr

UnM

'

StatesTlres

I

i

O.Í

O. M. Reese

II

W WWW

I

.

post-offic- e

Wm. Ratzburg
Plastering and Stucco Work
Phone 299
Residence

Room 18 Pierce Hotel

NOTICE

FOR PL'nUCATlON

l.

S
Department of the Interior,
Land Office it Tucumcari New Mex
ico, September f, 1919.
Nctico U hereby given that Cieorge
W. Keenm, of Claud, ?c
Mexico,
who, en, March 13, 1916, made nome
stead etui y No. OlHú-- ; , for SH
SE'i Section lj and NM, NEVi
I
, Township 5 North, Range 3i
East, New Mexico Principal Meridian,
3PI
has ft'.v noiice of inter.'.ioa to make
Fini'l T't.iv Year Proof, to establish
claim to iho land above described,
before C A. Scheurcii. U. S.
r, Clivis, New Mjxic, on the
tenth day of November. V.)ij.
Cluimnnt names as witnesses: Wil-laE. McClendon, William B.
Brown Gibs and John X.
Dunlap, alf of Clovis, New Mexico.
R. P. PONOHOO, Register.
Sec-to-

del? Serum!

M mm kmmmáiir

.

n

i!t,,,w

Hotal Cord'

Most Economical

Mers-felde- r,

Someone serins to have hern missin-formc- d
as to my using the O. M. Franklin Pdackleg Serum. I am not and have
not hern in any way connected with this
concern. I am and have hern for the
past two y rars using the Park, Davis
Aggrcssin and have used during that
time approximately 7000 or 8000 doses
and have not liad n single loss. If there
u any doubt to this statement I will furnish the names of parties that I have
used this serum for.

Thos. W. Jones, V. S.
CL0VI3, N. M.

A TEXAS WONDER
for kidney and bladder troubles, grav.
el, weak and lama back, rheumatism
and Irregularities of the kidneys and
bladder in both men and women. If
not sold by your druggist will be sent
by mail on receipt of f 1.25. One
small bottle often cures. Send for
sworn testimonials. Dr. E. W. Hall,
2928 Olive st., St. Louis, Mo. Sold
by druggists.
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Wear lifeservice milei
age safety comfort. These
are the tilings that count in
a tire.

These are exactly what you
get in United States Tires,
general
tire satisall-rou-

nd

faction.

This greater total of tire

values means greater economyless cost of maintenance
less repairs and depreciation.
Car owners who do their
own thinking prefer United
States Tires. Their merit is
recognized everywhere.
We have them a type and
size for everv car.

We Know United States Tires are GOOD Tires. That's Why We Sell Them.

NEW STATE AUTO CO., Clovis
SCOTT BROS., Texico, N. M.
J. S. PHILLIPS, Taiban, N. M.

j?r
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WOMAN'S CLUB
nd beautiful home
the scene
itmerestirig event Tuc-.'.ay- ,
23rd, when the Woman's
Tlu of this city entertained ".he
Th
H'auan'i Club of Portales.
'rotinif were tastefully decoruted with
iow.r in the club's colors, pink and
White. Punch was served during the
auftfrnoon by Mrs. J. W. Wilkinson.
Mins Lillian Piitton in severul
on the linr.o, Miss Guyle Lind-it- y
and Mrs. Newton with their sweet
voices, Mr. Pries with his violin and
Mrs. O. F. Cornell in readings furnished a program that was enjoyed by
aJL. Refreshment of ice cream and
uke, carrying out the color scheme
)f pink and white, were served. Mrs.
S. V. Steed in her charming manner
expressed the club's pleasure in having so many of the ladies of a sister
dnb in the great Federation of Woman's Clubs of America, meet with
r
HAem, and the hope that it might
at least once a year; also the
pleasure of having with us as guests
from this city Mcsdame Singleton,
Caasidy, Childers, McClcllan and Miss

'Ths wparioui

Mr.
i an

f

W. W. Nichols was

Classy Garments'
Myriads of Pretty Coats and Suits In An
Interesting Display
You mus amnií that thi-ssmart 'gania-ntaro worthy
of the most Mattering ndmiration;;' The Assortment includes the extivinely popular silvertones, wool velours and
dtivetyns which are so attractive and which are so much
desired for wear at present".
I

s

ufft

These suits and coats will go far towards maintaining
the reputation that women of Clovis have always had of
being well and smartly attired.

oc-n-

Our buyer spent six weeks in the eastern markets,
searching for the best styles, tyest qualities and the best
prices. So many of the customers tell us that we have
the best values that thev have seen.

farton.
The club will meet with Mrs. R.
Xt. Hall, October 7th.
Program Subject: "The Land of

5c Best."
Roll Call: Noted Men of America.
"American Indians:" Mrs. F.
Dil-Eo-

"The Real Story

2in.

Griffith.

"Natural Resources:"

Mrs. Murtin.

animal

Handsome large

Or

4

I

scarfs in Taupe, Brown and

FOOD SALE
The ladies of the Methodist church
""will give a food sale at the Harris
Furniture store next Saturday, com
jnencing in the afternoon.

:

Furs

America:"

of

E. B. Eastham was quite sick for
day or two last week but is again
h)t to be up and at his place of

The Clovis Photo and Cycle Supply
Company is the name of a new store

iftat will be open for business the last
f this week. This concern will open
for. business in the new Gibson building, part of which will be occupied
y the Croft Music Co. Mr. R. 0.
Robinson, "the photographer, in your
tfown, is responsible for this busi
wess, and says that the new concern
will carry anion;; other things a comíate line of the Eastman, Seneca,
and Burk & James Cameras
and
photo supplies, as well as the
n
und Indiun bicycles
and
Tiotoreycles. They will also carry a
piwipletc line of bicycle parts and
jaiotorcycle and bicycle accessories.

plush.

Beautiful long black plush
coats. Some have the regu-

days.

lation

set-i- n

sleeve, but most

of them have the big sleeve

We can get muffs to match

and full back. You will not

.these scarfs if we do not
have them in stock;

feel the cold wind through
one of these plush coats.

An Infinite Variety

These New Fall Waists
Show Many Distinctive Innovations

Of Lovely New
Dresses
dresses and silk
dresses made up in a multitude of styles, one lovelier
than the other.
There are numerous models whose chief charm lies in
their simplicity and slender-nes- s
of line; and there are
others trimmed elaborately
and most artistically. Styles
to jilease every taste and
prices to suit every purse.

Modern sleeping rooms,

ntfosc in. Phone 304.

For Sale One French Burr Mill.
cc or write W. C. Fallwcll, Hereford, Texas.
For Sale Overland Automobile
.for $3C)0. In good repair. Will
trade. Enquire at Klein's Grocery 2t

Waists which are wholesomely natural in effect are
very popular, this season.
You will see them here in an
adundance of smart fashions. Unusually "chic" effects are shown in many at-- t
ract i ve jnod i f icat i ns.
Nearly all of the styles
are distinguished by the simplicity, which in many models is relieved with collars
and cuffs. We are ready to
show you all of the newest
' winter fashions.

Commencing Next Tuesday Our Store Will Be Closed Each Morning From Ten to Eleven.

Apples for Sal
By box or car.
Irrlers promptly filled. Call on or address J. J. Beck, 3 miles northeast of
floswell.

v.t J'ustofCiee.

silk

(ne will need these early fall

RATE

ENDALL DRY GOODS CO.

automobiles,

M.

black

finest

They will be all the wrap

le Tet Word Per Issue

Hurley-Davidso-

plush and high lustre

the cloth or satin dress.

:ADS :

For Sale A good
Wi.iorcyclc, 1S1" model,
voud as new, $2.")0. F.

c,

cape effect coats in the very

CLASSIFIED

Two good

Seal-ett-

charm to

an indescribable

i

For Sale

Classy short contain

Hcaverette. Handsome fancy

Clorh

one touring car and delivery car.
W. Murphy at I'osto'fice.

F'"VL

Black Lynx. These furs add

Hurley-Davidso-

For Rent

Black Plush Coats

F.

n

twin,
Murphy,
4tc
1

1
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HUNTS FOR ROOMS
Car Drivers Take Notice Take a
BUT WON'T DROWN
,
pin to Portales and buy your
HIS TWO CHILDREN
tomatoes, cantaloupes, water
rneJons, fruit and all kinds of veget"Wanted Two or three light
ables fretih from the vine, from Allen
Have two chilmile southeast of the housekeeping rooms.
Anders,
want
to drown nor
I
neither
'depot.
dren that
dog.
poodle
a
H..P.
for
For Sale Slightly used Studubak-e- t trade
Main
Street."
1308
car. Cash or terms. Would
r
The above appeared in Dallas pagood "Ford" as part payment.
pers one day this week. Mr. McKin-íe- ,
Thone 262.
who is with a local lilm concern
To trade for land in Roosevelt or
flurry County, a small, well improved and locently run- here from nnother
Snay farm on a paved road near :a'i declared he hd been
rooms for
Houston, Texas. F. W. Plundkett, for light housck;(iin?
he went
tl.ico weeks and
Box fl&5, Humble, Texas
he vas told by the lanulnd v ttiat while
Fur Salt High Grade Durham they had room for .eir. they wjuUI
'Yearling Bull; sired by Fleming bull. no: take children under any circtm-staiicuPrir e $75 to sell quick. W. E. Charlton, Claud, N. M.
' They tell us they do nnt object to
with one or two doj.'.i, but
ecuples
For üa)e 22 head of good milk
ihud.i-in their
have
will
Also one registered Jersey thu.r
snm
disturb the roime-i.- "
to
ht.we
bull, 3 years old. Will be sold
simply can't kill
just
MtKin&ie.
"I
or in part. T. D. Humphrey's;
$y children. I won't give them away
al Humphrey's Dairy.
and I can't get rooms in Dallas unless
I do something with the little fellov.
For Sale A good piano, In
condition for $1.50. Apply at I am trying the last resort. If I can't
lte find place where chil l re:i will be
;U9 North Pile.
straw-berries-

3-- 4

ac-n-

n

vvi-yw- he'e

c'

permitted to live in the house

I

either have to occupy servant

(uar-ter- s

will Waste of Daylight." England refused
to pass the bill Introduced in 1908 to
or leave Dallas."
save daylight but in 1916 Germany
The above might well be referred adopted the plan and within three
to conditions In Clovis. Housekeepmonths 12 European countries foling rooms are very scarce and it i lowed what was called "summer
said that the man who is fortunate time." The American friends of the
enough to have two or three bright measure estimate that the annual savlittle youngsters is also unfortunate ing of coal alone by ''summer time"
enough to have to do a good deal of is $40,000,000.
scheming to rent a house sometimes.
FOR SALE
CLOCKS SET BACK
ON OCTOBER 28
One twenty-eigh- t
inch Case Sepa-

rator.
The clocks are to be set back one
hour at 2 p. m. Sunday, October 26.
This is the daylight saving law and
many people who have forgotten the
act passed by congress on March 10,
1918, have been more or less "in the
dark" as to the date when the clocks
are to go back. The act requires
clocks to advance one hour at 2 n. m.
the last Sunday In March each year
for the daylight saving period of seven months.
The daylight saving idea is due to
William Willett of England, who in
1907 published a booklet on- - "The

One
Case Gas Tractor.
One
LaCrosse 24 inch Disc
plow with attachment for two six disc
gangs.
One 4 disc 24 inch Sanders Engine
20-4- 0

now.
One 6 gang 14 inch Mould Board
riow.
One
harrow.
One 918 Case Gas Tractor.
One
Tandem Disc harrow.
All the above in good condition.
Address X care Newt office, or call
at News office for further
three-sectio-

t.

j

n

Mdcice!
Instruction has started
AT

The Clovis Commercial
College
If you want a first class business educa-

tion be sure to attend our classes
For Job Work of all kinds, phone numbsr 97.

nsniiiMiJ

